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Abstract
In this thesis a conjecture of Okounkov, a conjecture of Fomin-Fulton-Li-Poon, and
a special case of Lascoux-Leclerc-Thibon's conjecture on Schur positivity of certain
differences of products of Schur functions are proved. In the first part of the work
a combinatorial method is developed that allows to prove weaker versions of those
conjectures. In the second part a recent result of Rhoades and Skandera is used to
provide a proof of actual Schur positivity results. Several further generalizations are
stated and proved. In particular, an intriguing log-concavity property of Schur func-
tions is observed. In addition, a stronger conjecture is stated in language of alcoved
polytops. A weaker version of this conjecture is proved using a characterization of
Klyachko cone and the theory of Temperley-Lieb immanants.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This thesis is based on [LP, LP3, LPP, DP].
The ring of symmetric functions has a linear basis of Schur functions sa labelled
by partitions A = (A1 > A2 > -- - > 0), see [Mac]. These functions appear in repre-
sentation theory as characters of irreducible representations of GLn and in geometry
as representatives of Schubert classes for Grassmannians. A symmetric function is
called Schur nonnegative if it is a linear combination with nonnegative coefficients of
the Schur functions, or, equivalently, if it is the character of a certain representation
of GL,. In particular, skew Schur functions sa/, are Schur nonnegative. Recently, a
lot of work has gone into studying whether certain expressions of the form s s, - s-s,
are Schur nonnegative. Schur positivity of an expression of this form is equivalent
to some inequalities between Littlewood-Richardson coefficients. In a sense, charac-
terizing such inequalities is a "higher analogue" of the Klyachko problem on nonzero
Littlewood-Richardson coefficients. Let us mention several Schur positivity conjec-
tures due to Okounkov, Fomin-Fulton-Li-Poon, and Lascoux-Leclerc-Thibon of the
above form.
Okounkov [Oko] studied branching rules for classical Lie groups and proved that the
multiplicities were "monomial log-concave" in some sense. An essential combinatorial
ingredient in his construction was the theorem about monomial nonnegativity of some
symmetric functions. He conjectured that these functions are Schur nonnegative as
well. For a partition A with all even parts, let 4 denote the partition (A', -2, . )
For two symmetric functions f and g, the notation f _, g means that f - g is Schur
nonnegative.
Conjecture 1.1. Okounkov [Oko, p. 269] For two skew shapes A/p and v/p such
that A + v and p + p both have all even parts, we have (s \+•_) _•)) 2 > s/~ s,/p.
2 2
Fomin, Fulton, Li, and Poon [FFLP] studied the eigenvalues and singular values
of sums of Hermitian and of complex matrices. Their study led to two combinatorial
conjectures concerning differences of products of Schur functions. Let us formulate
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one of these conjectures, which was also studied recently by Bergeron and McNa-
mara [BM]. For two partitions A and p, let A U p = (VI, v2, V3 ,...) be the parti-
tion obtained by rearranging all parts of A and p in weakly decreasing order. Let
sort 1 (A, p) := (vi, v3 , us,...) and sort 2(A, p) := (V2, v4, v6,... ).
Conjecture 1.2. Fomin-Fulton-Li-Poon [FFLP, Conjecture 2.7] For two partitions
A and p, we have ssortl(A,A)Ssort 2(A,j) Ž8 SlS\i.
Lascoux, Leclerc, and Thibon [LLT] studied a family of symmetric functions (n) (q, x)
arising combinatorially from ribbon tableaux and algebraically from the Fock space
representations of the quantum affine algebra Uq (sL). They conjectured that n )(q, ) x>
G(m) (q, x) for m < n. For the case q = 1, their conjecture can be reformulated, as fol-
lows. For a partition A and 1 < i < n, let A[i,n] := (Ai, Ai+), Ai+2n, . ). In particular,
sort,(A, p) = (A U p)[i,2 ], for i = 1,2.
Conjecture 1.3. Lascoux-Leclerc-Thibon [LLT, Conjecture 6.4] For integers 1 <
m K n and a partition A, we have 1H=l SA[ii,nI >s _ -- sA[i,m].
Theorem 1.4. Conjectures 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 are true.
Our approach is based on the following result. For two partitions A = (A1,, A2 , ,n)
and p = (p/1, 2,... , P ), let us define partitions AVp := (max(Al, pi), max(A2, 2), ... * )
and A Ap := (min(A, pi),min(A2, p2),... ). The Young diagram of A V p is the set-
theoretical union of the Young diagrams of A and p. Similarly, the Young diagram of
A A p is the set-theoretical intersection of the Young diagrams of A and p. For two
skew shapes, define (A/p) V (v/p) := A V v/p V p and (A/p) A (v/p) := A A V/p A p.
We call this operation of forming two new skew shapes out of two old ones the cell
tranfer operation.
Theorem 1.5. Let A/p and v/p be any two skew shapes. Then we have
S(A1/t)v(/vp) S(A/p)A(v•/p) >ý SAl/ S•lp.
We begin however with proving weaker versions of Theorem 1.5. Namely, one can
ask for inequality in terms of monomial and fundamental quasisymetric functions.
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Okounkov for example has provided a proof of monomial version of his conjecture in
[Oko]. It appears that when we ask for a weaker versions of positivity we can start
with objects more general than Schur functions. Namely, we can derived monomial
positivity for generating functions of so called T-labeled posets, and fundamental
quasisymmetric function positivity for Stanley's P-partitions. We summarize the
results we obtain in the following table.
Ring Z[[xI, x2 ,...]] QSym Sym
Basis xa  La sA
Skew fcns. KP,o Kp, Ss/,
Posets T-labeled posets (P, O) Stanley's (P, 0) Young diagrams A/p
In all three cases, the difference of products of "skew functions" arising from the
cell transfer operation on the "posets" is positive in the corresponding "basis". The
definition of cell tranfer must be generalised to convex subposets of any poset. For
example in case of P-partitions we study positivity of expressions of the form
(1) KQAR,o KQVR,O - KQ,o KR,O
where Kp,o denotes P-partition generating function of poset P with labeling 0.
The methods employed differ for the case of Schur-positivity statements. For the
case of monomial and fundamental quasisymmetric function positivity we use purely
combinatorial cell transfer injection. The Schur positivity results rely however on the-
ory of Temperley-Lieb immanants, developed by Rhoades and Skandera in [RS1, RS2].
Thus, the whole work is split into more combinatorial part dealing with monomial
and fundamental quasisymmetric function positivity, and more algebraic part dealing
with Schur positivity. The question of finding purely combinatorial proof of the Schur
positivity version of cell transfer remains open.
The thesis proceeds as follows. In Section 2 we give some background on quasisym-
metric functions. In Section 3 we recall basic notions related to posets and tableaux.
We define T-labelled posets and corresponding tableaux generating functions. In
Section 4 we define cell transfer operation on convex subposets of an arbitrary poset.
Then we state and prove monomial version of the Cell Transfer theorem. In Section
5 we briefly review the main definitions in the theory of symmetric functions. Then
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we relate the definition of cell transfer from Section 4 to the definition given above in
terms of min and max operators. Is a result we deduce the monomial version of The-
orem 1.5. In Section 6 we describe cell transfer injection as an algorithm. In Section
7 we remind the reader basic notions from the theory of P-partitions. Then we state
and prove fundamental quasisymmetric function version of the Cell Transfer theorem.
In Section 9 we study in detail the meaning of cell transfer on chain poset. This leads
us to defining in Section 10 wave Schur functions, generalising the usual Schur func-
tions. We prove a Jacobi-Trudi like formula for wave Schur functions, where the role
of complete homogenous symmetric functions is played by (more general) fundamen-
tal quasisymmetric functions. In Section 11 we prove certain algebraic properties of
QSym which are useful to know for some of the posed questions. In Section 12 we give
a review of results of Haiman and Rhoades-Skandera on Temperley-Lieb immanants
and their properties. In Section 13 we apply the theory of Temperley-Lieb immanants
to prove Theorem 1.5. In Section 14, we present and prove more general versions of
Conjectures 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3. In Section 15 we state a general conjecture on comparing
products of sln characters. In Section 16 we review Horn-Klyachko theory. In Section
17 we give a proof of a weaker version of conjecture from Section 15. Remarkably,
the main tool used is again theory of Temperley-Lieb immanants. In Section 18 we
study a poset on pairs of partitions defined by Sterrbridge, and describe its maximal
elements.
2. QUASISYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS
We refer to [Sta] for more details of the material in this section.
2.1. Monomial and fundamental quasi-symmetric functions. Let n be a posi-
tive integer. A composition of n is a sequence a = (a1 , a2,... , ak) of positive integers
such that al + a 2 + ... + ak = n. We write 0al = n. Denote the set of compositions
of n by Comp(n). Associated to a composition a = (a1 , a2,..., 7ak) of n is a subset
D(a) = {al,al + 0a2 , ... ,al 01 a 2  ... a + k-1 of [n - 1]. The map a ý D(a) is a
bijection between compositions of n and subsets of [n - 11 = {1,2,..., n - 1}. We
will denote the inverse map by C : 2[n- 11 --+ Comp(n) so that C(D(a)) = a.
Let P = {1, 2,3,...} denote the set of positive integers. A formal power series
f = f(x) E Z[[xI, x2,...]] with bounded degree is called quasi-symmetric if for any
al, a2 . .. , ak E P we have
r al al. k]f al akl
whenever i, < -... < ik and jl < - < jk. Here [xa]f denotes the coefficient of xa in
f. Denote by QSym C Z[[Xl, x2 ,...]] the ring of quasi-symmetric functions.
Let a be a composition. Then the monomial quasi-symmetric function M, is given
by
il<...<ik
The fundamental quasi-symmetric function L, is given by
La= M,
D(3)CD(a)
where the summation is over compositions 3 satisfying 1PI = Ial. The set of funda-
mental quasi-symmetric functions (resp. monomial quasi-symmetric functions) form a
basis of QSym. We say that a quasi-symmetric function f E QSym is L-positive (resp.
M-positive) if it is a non-negative linear combination of fundamental quasi-symmetric
functions (resp. monomial quasi-symmetric functions). Note that L-positivity implies
M-positivity.
Two fundamental quasi-symmetric functions La and Lo multiply according to the
shuffle product. Let u = UlU2 '... Uk and v = v1v2 ... vl be two words. Then a word
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w = WIw 2 '' Wk+1 is a shuffle of u and v if there exist disjoint ordered subsets A, B C
[k + 1] such that A = {al,a 2,. .. ,ak}, B = {bi, b2 ,. .. ,b1}, Wai = u-i for all 1 < i < k,
wb, = vi for all 1 < i < 1 and A U B = [k + 1]. We denote the set of shuffles of u and
v by uO v.
For a composition a with lal = n let w(a) = w = wIw 2 ..." w denote any word
with descent set D(w) = {i : wi > Wi+l} C [n - 1] equal to D(a). Suppose w(a) and
w(3) are chosen to have disjoint letters. Then
L, L, = E Lc(),
where C(u) is by definition the composition C(D(u)) associated to u.
2.2. Two involutions on QSym. If D C [n - 1] we let D = {i E [n - 1] 1 i V D}
denote its complement. For a composition a, define a = C(D(a)). Let w denote the
linear endomorphism of QSym given by w(L,) = L,.
Let a* denote a read backwards: a* = (ak,... , a.). Let v be the linear endomor-
phism of QSym which sends L, - L*..
Proposition 2.1. The maps w and v are algebra involutions of QSym, and we have
v(M") = M= * -
Proof. We will check the first statement for v; the proof for w is similar. Let w =
Iw 2 ..' "r S, be a permutation with descent set D(w) = D(a). Then w* E S,
given by w* = (r + 1 - wr)(r + 1 - wr-_) -. (r + 1 - wi) has descent set D(w*) =
D(a*). If u C Sr+l is a shuffle of w E Sr and v E St, where v E St uses the letters
r+l, r+2,..., r +1, then u* is a shuffle of v* E St and w* E Sr where w* E Sr uses the
letters 1 + 1, + 2,... , r + 1. Thus v(Lc(,)) v(Lc(w)) = Lc(v). Lc(w)* = v(Lc(w) Lc(v)),
showing that v is an algebra map. That v is an involution is clear from the definition.
The second statement can be deduced from the fact that v commutes with the map
a - 13P1 D(0) C D(a)}.
3. POSETS AND TABLEAUX
Let (P, <) be a possibly infinite poset. Let s,t E P. We say that s covers t and
write s > t if for any r G P such that s > r > t we have r = s or r = t. The Hasse
diagram of a poset P is the graph with vertex set equal to the elements of P and edge
set equal to the set of covering relations in P. If Q C P is a subset of the elements
of P then Q has a natural induced subposet structure. If s,t E Q then s < t in Q if
and only if s < t in P. Call a subset Q C P connected if the elements in Q induce a
connected subgraph in the Hasse diagram of P.
An order ideal I of P is an induced subposet of P such that if s E I and s > t C P
then t c I. A subposet Q C P is called convex if for any s, t E Q and r E P satisfying
s < r < t we have r E Q. Alternatively, a convex subposet is one which is closed
under taking intervals. A convex subset Q is determined by specifying two order
ideals J and I so that J CI and Q = {s E I I s J}. We write Q = I/J. If s ý Q
then we write s < Q if s < t for some t E Q and similarly for s > Q. If s E Q or s
is incomparable with all elements in Q we write s - Q. Thus for any s E P, exactly
one of s < Q, s > Q and s - Q is true.
Let P denote the set of positive integers and Z denote the set of integers. Let T
denote the set of all weakly increasing functions f : P -- Z U {oo}.
Definition 3.1. A T-labelling 0 of a poset P is a map 0 : {(s, t) c P2 I S> t} - T
labelling each edge (s, t) of the Hasse diagram by a weakly increasing function O(s, t) :
P - Z U {oo}. A T-labelled poset is an an ordered pair (P, 0) where P is a poset,
and 0 is a T-labelling of P.
We shall refer to a T-labelled poset (P, O) as P when no ambiguity arises. If Q C P
is a convex subposet of P then the covering relations of Q are also covering relations
in P. Thus a T-labelling O of P naturally induces a TI-labelling OIQ of Q. We denote
the resulting T-labelled poset by (Q, O) := (Q, OIq).
Definition 3.2. A (P, O)-tableau is a map a : P -- P such that for each covering
relation s < t in P we have
o (S)< O(s, t)(a(t)).
If a : P -+ P is any map, then we say that a respects 0 if a is a (P, O)-tableau.
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qO(p, q)(O) = x - 1
O(p,r)(x)= [] 3
r -1p, 3
O(q, s)(x) = o0
2
FIGURE 1. An example of a T-labelled poset (P, 0) and a (P, O)-tableaux.
Figure 1 contains an example of a T-labelled poset (P, O) and a corresponding
(P, O)-tableau.
Denote by A(P, 0) the set of all (P, O)-tableaux. If P is finite then one can define
the formal power series Kp,o(xl,x 2 ,...) . Q[[xi, 2 ,...]] by
Kpo(x1 x2 ,.)#= Z #(I) #e-'(2)KP,O(Xi ,X2, -- X1 ( 2
aEA(P,O)
The composition wt(a) = (#a-'(1), #oa-(2),...) is called the weight of a.
Our (P, O)-tableaux can be viewed as a generalization of Stanley's (P, w)-partitions
and also of McNamara's oriented posets; see [Sta, McN].
Example 3.3. Any Young diagram P = A can be considered as a ¶T-labelled poset.
Indeed, consider its cells to be elements of the poset, and let 0 be the labelling of the
horizontal edges with the function fwek(x) = x and label the vertical edges with the
function fstrict(x) = x - 1. A (A, O)-tableau is just a semistandard Young tableaux
and KA,o(xl, x2 ,..- ) is the Schur function SA(XI, X2,... )-
Example 3.4. Another interesting example are cylindric tableaux and cylindric Schur
functions. Let 1 < k < n be two positive integers. Let Ck,n be the quotient of Z 2 given
by
Ck, = Z2/(k - n, k)/Z.
In other words, the integer points (a, b) and (a+k-n, b+k) are identified in Ck,n. We
can give Ck,n the structure of a poset by the generating relations (i, j) < (i + 1, j) and
(i,j) < (i, j + 1). We give Ck,n a T-labelling 0 by labelling the edges (i,j) < (i + 1, j)
with the function feak(x) = x and the edges (i,j) < (i,j + 1) with the function
fstrict(x) = x - 1. A finite convex subposet P of Ck,n is known as a cylindric skew
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r 
s 
x 
= 
x,\v u uI
shape; see [GK, Pos, McN]. The (P, 0)-tableau are known as semistandard cylindric
tableaux of shape P and the generating function KP,0o(x,,x 2 ,. . ) is the cylindric Schur
function defined in [BS, Pos].
Example 3.5. Let N be the number of elements in a poset P, and let w : P -- + [N] be
a bijective labelling of elements of P with numbers from 1 to N. Recall that a (P, w)-
partition (see [Sta]) is a map a : P -- ) P such that s < t in P implies a(s) < a(t),
while if in addition w(s) > w(t) then a(s) < a(t). Label now each edge (s,t) of
the Hasse diagram of P with fweak or fstr", depending on whether w(s) < w(t) or
w(s) > w(t) correspondingly. It is not hard to see that for this labelling 0 the (P, O)-
tableaux are exactly the (P, w)-partitions. Similarly, if we allow any labelling of the
edges of P with fweak and fstrict, we get the oriented posets of McNamara; see [McN].
4. THE CELL TRANSFER THEOREM
A generating function f E Q[[xI, x 2,....]] is monomial-positive if all coefficients in
its expansion into monomials are non-negative. If f is actually a symmetric function
then this is equivalent to f being a non-negative linear combination of monomial
symmetric functions.
Let (P, O) be a T-labelled poset. Let Q and R be two finite convex subposets of
P. The subset Q n R is also a convex subposet. Define two more subposets Q A R
and Q V R by
(2) QAR= {s R s < Q}U{s Q I s - Rors < R}
and
(3) Q V R= {s Q I s > R} U {s RI s Qor s > Q}.
Observe that the operations V, A are not commutative, and that Q n R is a convex
subposet of both Q V R and Q A R. On Figure 2 an example is given for Q =
(6, 5, 5, 5)/(3,3) and R = (6,6,4,4,4)/(6, 1, 1, 1, 1) being skew shapes.
Recall that if A and B are sets then A\B = {a E A I a ý B} denotes the set
difference.
7 I I
m mI I
I I I I
I I QAR
R QVR
Is QnR I (QAR)n(QvR)
FIGURE 2. An example for semistandard Young tableaux.
Lemma 4.1. The subposets Q A R and Q V R are both convex subposets of P. We
have (QA R) U (Q V R) = Q UR and (QA R) n (Q V R) = Q n R.
Proof. Suppose s < t lie in Q A R and s < r < t for some r P but r V QA R. Then
t C Q AR implies either t < Q or t E Q. Then r < t implies that either r < Q or
r E Q. If r < Q then s < Q and therefore s C R. Then either r R or r > R. If
r G R then since r < Q, we get r C Q A R - contradiction. If r > R, then t > r implies
t > R which contradicts t E Q A R. Now, if r E Q then r V Q A R implies r > R, and
we proceed as above. The second statement of the lemma is straightforward. O
Note that the operations A and V are stable so that (Q A R) A (Q V R) = Q A R
and (QA R) V (Q V R) = Q V R.
Let w be a (Q, O)-tableau and a be a (R, O)-tableau. We now describe how to
construct a (Q A R, O)-tableau w A o and a (Q v R, O)-tableau w V a. Define a subset
of Q n R, depending on w and a, by
(Q n R)+ = {x Q n R I w(x) < a(x)}.
We give (Q n R)+ the structure of a graph by inducing from the Hasse diagram of
Q n R.
Let bd(R) = {x E Q n R I x > y for some y E R\Q} be the "lower boundary" of
Q n R which touches elements in R. Let bd(R)+ C (Q n R)+ be the union of the
connected components of (Q n R) + which contain an element of bd(R). Similarly,
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E I R
let bd(Q) = {x c Q n R I x < y for some y c Q\R} be the "upper boundary" of
Q n R which touches elements in Q. Let bd(Q) + c (Q n R)+ be the union of the
connected components of (Q n R)+ which contain an element of bd(Q). The elements
in bd(Q)+ U bd(R)+ are amongst the cells that we might "transfer".
Let S Q n R. Define (wA uo)s : QAR -- P by
(wA )s(x)= (x) ifx E R\Q or x c S,
w(x) otherwise.
Similarly, define (w V a)s : Q V R --* P by
(W V U)s() = w(x) if xcQ\R or x E S,
a(x) otherwise.
One checks directly that wt(a) + wt(w) = wt((w A a)s) + wt((w V or)s).
Proposition 4.2. When S = S* := bd(Q) + U bd(R)+ , both (w A a)s. and (w V a)s*
respect 0.
Proof. We check this for (w A a)s. and the claim for (w V a)S. follows from symmetry.
Let s < t be a covering relation in Q A R. Since u and w are assumed to respect O, we
need only check the conditions when (w A a)s.(s) = w(s)($ a(s)) and (w A a)s. (t) =
a(t)(7 w(t)); or when (cu A a)s.(s) = u(s)(# w(s)) and (w A a)s.(t) = w(t)(# a(t)).
In the first case, we must have s E Q and t E R. Ift R but t V Q then by
the definition of Q A R we must have t < Q and so t < t' for some t' C Q. This
is impossible since Q is convex. Thus t E Q n R and so t E S*. We compute that
w(s) < O(s, t)(w(t)) < O(s, t)(a(t)) since w(t) < ao(t) and O(s, t) is weakly increasing.
In the second case, we must have s E R and t E Q. By the definition of Q A R we
must have t C R as well. So t c Q n R but t V S* which means that w(t) > a(t).
Thus a(s) < O(s, t)(o-(t)) 5 O(s, t)(w(t)) and (w A a)s. respects O here. O
For each (w, a), say a subset S C S* is transferrable if both (w A a)s and (w V a)s
respect O.
Lemma 4.3. If S' and S" are both transferrable then so is S' n S".
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Proof. Let s < t be a covering relation as above. Then pair ((w A a)s'nsl(s), (w A
a)sns,,(t)) coincides with one of the two pairs ((w A a)s,(s), (w A a)s,(t)) or ((w A
a)s,,(s), (w A a)s" (t)), depending on which of S', S" elements s, t do or do not belong.
Since both those pairs agree with O, so must ((w A a)sns,,(s), (w A a))slns,,(t)). Same
argument applies for ((w V a)sns,,(s), (w V a)sns,,(t)). LO
The Lemma implies that there exists a unique smallest transferrable subset S* C
S*. The set S* is going to be the key ingridient in the proof of Cell Transfer theorem
below.
Define rl: A(Q, O) x A(R, O) -· A(Q A R, O) x A(Q V R, O) by
(W,) a- ((w A u)so, (w V u)S,).
Note that S depends on w and a, though we have suppressed the dependence from
the notation.
We call this r the cell transfer procedure. The name comes from our main examples
where elements of a poset are cells of a Young diagram. For convenience, in this paper
we call elements of any poset cells. We say that a cell s is transfered if s E S* The
map r is applicable to any two tableaux (w, u) in A(Q, O) x A(R, 0).
Lemma 4.4. The map q is injective.
Proof. Given (a, 3) G rq(A(Q, O) x A(R, O)), we show how to recover w and a. As
before, for a subset S c Q n R, define ws = w(a, 13)s : Q -- P by
WS(X) = 3(x) if xc (Q\R) n (Q v R) or x E S,
a(x) otherwise.
And define as = (a, 13)s : R --* P by
s a(x) if xc (R\Q)n (QA R) or x E S,
as( = x) otherwise.
Note that if (a, 3) = ((w Aa)so, (w Va)so)) then w = Wso and a = aso. Let SO c QnR
be the unique smallest subset such that wso and aso both respect O. Since we have
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assumed that (a, 0) E qr(A(Q, O) x A(R, 0)), such a SD must exist. (As before the
intersection of two transferrable subsets with respect to (a, 3) is transferrable.)
We now show that if (a, 0) = ((w A a)so, (w V 0)so)) then S5 = S ° . We know that
So c S* since we've chosen SD to be the smallest (by containment) in the set which
contains S*. Let C C S*\S5 be a connected component of SO\SO, viewed as an
induced subgraph of the Hasse diagram of P. We claim that SO\C is a transferrable
set for (w, a); this means that changing alc to wic and P01c to aec gives a pair in
A(QAR, O) x A(QVR, 0). Suppose first that c E C and s E So is so that c<s. By the
definition of SO, we must have a(c) • O(c, s)(P(s)) and P3(c) 5 O(c, s)(a(s)). Now
suppose that c e C and s E Q\R such that c< s. Then we must have O(c, s)(w(s)) =
O(c, s) (0(s)) > a(c) = e(c). Similar conclusions hold for c > s. Thus we have checked
that S°\C is a transferrable set for (w, u), which is impossible by definition of S*:
it is the minimal set with this property. Therefore the set S*\S5 is empty and thus
S ° = S] .
Thus the maps WsE and aso, which are well-defined in the sence that they depend
only on a and 0, provide an inverse to q. This shows that the map (w, a) '-4 ((w A
a)so, (w V a)so)) is injective, completing the proof. O
We call a map between pairs of tableaux weight-preserving if the multiset of their
values over all s E P is not changed by the map.
Theorem 4.5 (Cell Transfer Theorem). The difference
KQAR,oKQvR,O - KQ,oKR,o
is monomial-positive.
Proof. The map
r : A(Q, O) x A(R, O) -- A(Q A R, O) x A(Q V R, O)
defined above is weight-preserving. Indeed, in fact for each element s E PUQ we have
{ w (s), a(s) } = {(w A a)so(S), (w V a)so(s)} as multisets, where the value of tableaux
is zero outside of its range of definition. Then since the map ry is injective and since
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1 1 3 1 1 3
1134
11 1245
2 3 6 2 3 5 6
211 25
1234
3 2 6 6 6
477 477
FIGURE 3. An example for semistandard Young tableaux, cells in SO are marked
on the left, the cell in S*/SO is marked on the right.
KQOR,oKQvR,O and KQ,oKR,o are the generating functions of common weights of
pairs of the tableaux of corresponding shapes, the statement follows. LO
On Figure 3 an example of cell transfer is given for the tableaux shapes we have
seen on Figure 2. Note that S" does not contain one cell which is in S*: the cell
labelled 5 in Q and 6 in R.
Note that (w, a) 1-4 ((w A a)s*, (w V a)s.) also defines a weight-preserving map
r" : A(Q, O) x A(R, O) -- A(Q A R, O) x A(Q v R, O). Unfortunately, '" is not
always injective.
Suppose P is a locally-finite poset with a unique minimal element. Let J(P) be
the lattice of finite order ideals of P; see [Sta]. If I, J c J(P) then the subposets
I A J and I V J of P defined in (2) and (3) are finite order ideals of P and agree
with the the meet Aj(p) and join Vj(p) of I and J respectively within J(P). In
fact, by defining Q A' R = {s e R s < Q} U {U G Q s R or s < R} and
Q V' R = {s Q I s - R or s > R} U s R I s - Q or s > Q}, the order ideals
I A' J = I Aj(p) J and I V' J = I Vj(p) J agree with the meet and join in J(P) even
when P does not contain a minimal element.
Corollary 4.6. Let P be a locally-finite poset, let I, J be elements of J(P), and let
O be a T-labelling of P. Then the generating function
KIAj(p)J,oKIvJ(p)J,o - KI,oKJ,o
is monomial-positive.
Proof. The elements altered going from (Q A R) to Q A' R are exactly the elements
s E Q which are incomparable with elements of R. Those cells end up in Q V' R
instead of Q A R. In both cases those cells respect O since they respect it in Q and
are never compared with cells in R. They also do not make the difference in defining
~' since they are never compared with cells in Q n R C R. In fact, the definition of
the map r~' extends verbatim from that of the map 71, and so do all the proofs. D
5. SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS
Define two functions fweak, fstrict :P --+ N U {00} by fweak(n) = n and fstrict(n) =
n-1.
Proposition 5.1. Let (P, O) be a finite T-labelled poset. Suppose
O(s, t) E { fweak, fstrict
for each covering relation s < t. Then Kp,o(x) is a quasi-symmetric function.
A I-labelled poset satisfying the conditions of the proposition is called oriented
in [McN]. Stanley's (P, w)-partitions are special cases of (P, O)-tableaux, for such
posets. If f c Qsym then f is m-positive if and only if is a non-negative linear
combination of the M,.
A formal power series f = f(x) G Q[[x, x2 ,...]] with bounded degree is called
symmetric if for any a,, a2,..., ak G P we have
[axl ... xak ] f= [x• .. akl
whenever ii,..., ik are all distinct and jl,...,jk are all distinct. Denote by A C
Q[[xI, 2,...]] the algebra of symmetric functions. Every symmetric function is qua-
sisymmetric.
Given A = (A1, A2 ,...), the monomial symmetric functions m, is given by
m x)= ( ZXl11...Xk
where the sum is over all distinct permutations a of the entries of the (infinite) vector
(A1, A2 , .. .). As A ranges over all partitions, the m\ form a basis of A. If f E A
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then f is monomial-positive if and only if is a non-negative linear combination of
the monomial symmetric functions. If f E A is a non-negative linear combination of
Schur functions then we call f Schur-positive.
Theorem 5.2. The symmetric function spAAsjV - ssA is monomial-positive.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.5. O
Let A/p = (A1,..., Ak)/([1,... , Ik) and v/p = (l 1,..., vk)/(Pl,. .. ,Pk). Define
max(A/p, vp) := (max(/, vi),... , max(Ak, lk)),(max( 1, pi), . , x(Ak, Pk))
and
min(A/p, p) := (min(A,, v1),..., min(Ak, vk))/ (min(p,, p),..., min(Ak, Pk)).
These shapes are nearly but not always the same as A/p V v/p and A/pM A v/p respec-
tively. This is because occasionally we may for example have Ai = Pi = a for some
i and then the shape A/p does not depend on the exact value of a. However, the
shapes max(A/p, v/p) and min(A/p, v/p) do depend on the choice of a. The event of
Ai = pi for some i-s is however, as it is not hard to see, the only possible reason for
A/p V v/p and A/p A v/p to be different from max(A/p, v/p) and min(A/p, v/p).
Theorem 5.3. The symmetric function Smax(A/I,v/p)Smin(A/p,v/p)--SA4/Sv/p is monomial-
positive.
Proof. This follows using a minor modification of the proof of Theorem 4.5. Write
A = min(A/p, v/p) and B = max(A/p, v/p). As mentioned above, if A/p V v/p and
A/p A v/p are different from max(A/p, v/p) and min(A/p, v/p), then for some i-s we
must have Ai = pi. Let i = p, .. ., q be indexes such that Ai = pi for each, however
Ap_ 1 # pp-1, Aq+1 -# pq+1. Obviously, the set of such i-s can be split into such
segments [p, q]. The result of the map (A/p, v/p) ý (max(A/p, v/p), min(A/p, v/p))
then depends on the sequence Aq+1 < Aq = pq < -.. < Ap = pp < pp-_1. Note that
we get pair (max(A/p, v/p), min(A/p•, v/p)) to be equal to (A/p V v/p, A/p A v/p) if
Aq+l = Aq = p• = ... = A = pp,. Then for general sequence Aq+1 _ Aq = pq < - - - <
Ap = pp _5 pp-1 cells of max(A/p, v/p) form a proper subset of cells of A/p V v/p, and
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therefore are consistent with semistandard labelling of the letter. As for the cells of
min(A/p, v/p) in rows from p to q, all of them are former cells of v/p and neither of
them is comparable with any cell in A/pAv/p. Therefore when we form min(A/p, v/p)
as a union of those cells and A/p A v/p, we never violate the semistandard property
of the tableaux.
Thus the set of such sequences Aq+1 5 Aq = .-q- < - Ap = pp <_ pp- 1, one for
each enterval [p, q], produces an altered map q which consists of q and cut and glue
map K. The map n is charactrised as follows: we cut cells (together with their fillings)
in min(A/p, v/p)/(A/p A v/p) from A/p V v/p and glue them to A/p A v/p. As shown
above, the map i = I o 77 always produces a valid pair of semistandard tableaux. It
is also invertible since so is n, as it is easy to see. Therefore, the map i allowes us to
conclude the needed inequality same way as we used ' to prove Theorem 4.5. O]
Conjecture 5.4. The symmetric function Smax(A/p,v/p)Smin(A/O,v/p) - SA/\BSv/p is Schur-
positive.
This conjecture is proved in joint work with Alex Postnikov [LPP].
6. CELL TRANSFER AS AN ALGORITHM
Let (P, O) be a TI-labelled poset. We now give an algorithmic description of cell
transfer. Let Q and R be two finite convex subposets of P. We construct step-by-step
an injection
r• : A(Q, O) x A(R, O) - A(Q A R, O) x A(Q v R, O)
which is weight-preserving. Let w be a (Q, O)-tableau and a be an (R, O)-tableau.
Let us recursively define D : Q A R -- P and - : Q V R -- P as follows.
(1) Define CD : Q A R -- P and - : Q V R -- P as follows:
6(s) = {w(s) ifsEQ,
cr(s) if s c R/Q.
r(s) = ar(s) if s E R,
(w(s) if s E Q/R.
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Note that D and a do not necessarily respect O. Indeed, the parts of w and
a which we glued together might not agree with each other, e.i. a covering
relation s < t might fail to respect O, where label of one of s, t comes from w,
and that of the other - from a.
(2) We say that we transfer a cell s c Q n R when we swap the values at s of D
and d. We say that a cell s in Q n R is critical if one of the following condition
holds
(a) for some t E R and s > t we have O(s, t)(D(s)) < o(t),
(b) for some t E Q n R and t > s we have O(s,t)(a(t)) < -(s),
(c) for some t E Q and t > s we have O(s, t)(a(t)) < &(s),
(d) for some t c Q n R and s > t we have O(s, t)(D(s)) < c(t),
and s was not transferred in a previous iteration. We now transfer all critical
cells if there are any.
(3) Repeat step (2) until no critical cells are transferred.
Theorem 6.1 (Cell Transfer Algorithm). The algorithm described above terminates
in a finite number of steps. The resulting maps C and & are (P, O)-tableaux and
coincide with (w A a)so and (w V a)so defined in the proof of Theorem 4.5.
Proof. As for the first claim, there is a finite number of cells in Q n R and each gets
transferred at most once, thus the process terminates.
We say that an edge a < b in the Hasse diagram of P respects O if W(a) <
O(a, b)(W(b)) and &(a) < O(a, b)(&(b)), whenever these inequalities make sense. Note
that a cell s is critical only if the cell t (from the definition of a critical cell) was
transferred in previous iteration of step (2), or if it is the first iteration of step (2)
and t belongs to {s E R I s < Q} or {s E Q Is > R} - the parts which were "glued"
in step (1). Indeed, if s, t have both not been transferred then s < t must respect O
since w and a were (P, O)-tableaux to begin with. Similarly, two cells s < t which
have both been transferred must also respect O.
We thus see that after the second step every edge between {s e R I s < Q} and
Q n R, as well as between {s E Q I s > R} and Q n R respects O. After the algorithm
terminates every edge in QnR must respect O, since if there exists an edge s < t which
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does not then one of s and t must have already been transferred, and the other has
not been transferred and thus is critical. This contradicts the termination condition
of the algorithm. Therefore, the only possible edges which might fail to respect 0 are
the ones between {s E Q I s < R} and Q n R, and the ones between {s E R Is > Q}
and Q n R. However, it is easy to see that during the whole process values of C on
Q n R are increasing, and therefore cannot be not large enough for values of 0 on
{s E Q I s < R}. Similarly, values of a on Q n R are decreasing and cannot be too
large for values of a on {s E R I s > Q}. Thus, we do obtain two (P, O)-tableaux 0
and -.
Let S C Q n R be the set of cells we transferred during the algorithm. The fact
that values of 0 on Q n R increase and the values of a on Q n R decrease implies
that S is contained in S* (as defined in the proof of Theorem 4.5). We claim that
all transferrable sets contain S. Indeed, in each iteration we transfer only those cells
that must be transferred in order for the result to respect O. On the other hand,
as shown above the set S is transferrable itself. Thus, it is exactly the set S* - the
minimal transferrable set. This completes the proof of the theorem. Ol
The algorithmic description above provides another way to verify injectivity of q.
Let C : Q A R - P and a : Q V R - P be in the image of r. Then one can define
maps w' : Q -- P and a' : R -- P by
'() = D(s) if s Q n (QA R),
( (s) otherwise.
U(s) = (s) if s Rn (QVR),
D(s) otherwise.
We now iterate step (2) of the cell transfer algorithm with w' and a' replacing W and
One can verify that for each step the set of transferred cells is identical to the
corresponding step of the original algorithm for D and 6. This produces the inverse
of 7.
113 113 113 113
2 2 1 12 1 1•-A 1 13 4
1 1 2 3 4 1 - 1 2 :2 1 2 4 5
2 2 5 5 5 2 2 5 2 6 2356
11345 _;4 5 225
245 14 ] 4 1234
3 5 6 3 5 5 5 2 5 5 5
467 467 467 467
FIGURE 4. An example of the cell transfer algorithm. The critical cells are marked
with squares.
We now give an example of the cell transfer algorithm for semistandard Young
tableaux. Recall that we consider all horizontal edges to be labelled by fwe(x) = x,
and all vertical edges by fstrict(x) = x - 1. Convex subposets in this case are skew
shapes. Recall the Figure 2 on which it is shown how the shapes Q A R and Q V R
are formed. On Figure 4 we give an example of step-by-step application of rl for a
particular pair w and u.
7. P-PARTITIONS
7.1. Labeled posets. Let P be a poset. A labeling 0 of P is an injection 0 : P - P
into the positive integers. A descent of the labeling 0 of P is a pair p < p' in P such
that 0(p) > 0(p'). Let us say that two labeled posets (P, Op), (Q, OQ) are isomorphic
if there is an isomorphism of posets f : P --+ Q so that descents are preserved. That
is if p < p' then 0(p) < 0(p') if and only if O'(f(p)) < 0'(f(p')). We say that two
labelings 01 and 02 of P are equivalent if the identity map on P is an isomorphism of
(P, 01) and (P, 02).
Let (P, 0) be a labeled poset. If Q C P is a subposet, then it inherits a labeling O|Q
by restriction. When no confusion can arise, we will often denote O1Q simply by 0.
Note however, that the descents of O'Q are not completely determined by the descents
of 0, unless Q is a convex subset of P.
Let (P, Op) and (Q, OQ) be labeled posets. Then the disjoint sum (P Q, 01) is the
labeled poset (defined up to equivalence of labelings) where 0e has the same descents
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as the function
f(a) = p(a)
OQ(a)
if a c P, and
if a EQ.
Example 7.1. Let P be the diamond poset with elements a < b, c < d and labeling
Op given by Op(a) = 2, Op(b) = 1, Op(c) = 3, and Op(d) = 4. Let Q be the chain
with elements e < f < g and labeling OQ given by OQ(e) = 1, OQ(f) = 3, and
OQ(g) = 2. The one possible labeling 03 for the disjoin sum P D Q is given by
Oe(a, b, c, d, e, f, g) = 4,3,5,7, 1,6, 2. In Figure 5, the three labeled posets (P, Op),
(Q, 0Q), and (P F Q, 0e) are shown. Note that we have some freedom in choosing the
labelling 8e .
4
(1 2 3
2
(P,Oe)
2
(3
(1Q
(Q, 0Q)
7
3 5
4
(P E Q, 0D)
FIGURE 5
7.2. P-partitions.
Definition 7.2. A (P, ) -partition is a map a : P -- P such that for each covering
relation s < t in P we have
a(s) 5 a(t)
a(s) < a(t)
if 0(s) < 0(t),
if 0(t) < 0(s).
If a: P - P is any map, then we say that a respects 0 if a is a (P, ) -partition.
Denote by A(P, 8) the set of all (P, 0)-partitions. Clearly A(P, 8) depends on (P, 8)
only up to isomorphism. If P is finite then one can define the formal power series
Kp,o(x , X2 .... ) E Z[[X , X2...]] by
S #a-1(1) #0 1(2)Kp, (xlx, X2. .. ) 1 2
uEA(P,O)
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The composition wt(a) = (#a-l(1), #a-'(2),...) is called the weight of a.
Let P be a poset with n elements. Recall that a linear extension of P is a bijection
e : P --4 {1,2,...,n} satisfying e(x) < e(y) if x < y in P. The Jordan-Holder set
J(P, 0) of (P, 0) is the set
{0(e-'(1))0(e-'(1)) - .O (e-(n)) I e is a linear extension of P}.
It is a subset of the set &(0(P)) of permutations of O(P) C P.
Example 7.3. Suppose C is a chain cl < c2 < ... < cq with n elements and w =
wIw 2 ... W G E •n a permutation of {1,2,..., n}. Then (C,w) can be considered a
labeled poset, where w(ci) = wi. In this case we have Kc,w = LC(w).
Theorem 7.4 ([Sta]). The generating function Kp,o is quasi-symmetric. We have
Kp,o = E••,(P,o) LD(w).
In particular, Kp,o is L-positive. This motivates our treatment of Kp,o as "skew"-
analogues of the functions L,. Let Q and R be two finite convex subposets of (P, 0).
The following is the direct consequence of Theorem 4.5
Theorem 7.5. The difference KQAR,OKQVR,O - KQ,OKR,O is M-positive.
8. CELL TRANSFER FOR P-PARTITIONS
By Theorem 7.4, the expression KQAR,OKQvR,O-KQ,OKR,O is always a quasi-symmetric
function. We now show that this difference is L-positive.
Let (P, 0) be a labeled poset and let Q and R be convex subsets. In Section 4, we
gave a weight preserving injection
r •: A(Q, 0) x A(R, 0) -- A(Q A R, 0) x A(Q v R, 0).
Let S C Q n R. Then (w A a)s : Q A R --+ IP was defined by
(wA )s() a(x) if x E R\Q or x E S,
w(x) otherwise,
and (w V o)s: Q V R -- P by
(W V )) = w(x) if x E Q\R or x 
E S,
((x) otherwise.
Let S* be the smallest set such that ((w A a)so, (w V a)so) is an element of A(Q A
R, w) x A(Q V R, w). In [LP], we showed that a smallest such set exists. Now define
,q(w, a) to be ((w A a)so, (w V a)so).
The injection 7l satisfies additional crucial properties. First let us say that i Z j
are adjacent in a multiset T (of integers) if i,j E T and for any other t E T both
i < t < j and j < t < i fail to hold.
Proposition 8.1. Supposew E A(Q, 0) and a c A(R, O) and q(w, a) = (w Aa, w Va).
Letp CQ U R.
(1) Ifp c QnR, then {w(p), a(p)} =(wAa)(p), (wVa)(p)}. Furthermore, suppose
w(p) and a(p) are adjacent in the multiset w(Q)Ua(R). Then (wAa)(p) = w(p)
and (w V a)(p) = a(p).
(2) Ifp E QAR butp ý QnR then (wAcr)(p) = w(p) ifp E Q and (wAo)(p) = a(p)
if p R.
(3) Ifp C QVR butp 0 QnR then (wVa)(p) = w(p) ifp E Q and (wVo)(p) = o(p)
if p R.
Roughly speaking, Proposition 8.1(1) says that if p E Q n R, then one obtains ((wA
a)(p), (w V a)(p)) by possibly "swapping" w(p) with a(p); in addition, no swapping
occurs if w(p) and a(p) are adjacent in w(Q) U a(R).
Proof. All except the last statement of (1) follows from the fact that q(w, a) has the
form ((w A a)so, (w V a)so) for some set SO.
The last statement of (1) follows from the fact that S* is defined to be the smallest
set such that ((w Au)so, (w V a)so) is an element of A(Q A R, w) x A(Q V R, w). More
precisely, if p E Q n R is such that w(p) and a(p) are adjacent then p V S*. [
Now consider the labeled posets (Q D R, 0e) and ((Q V R) ® (Q A R), 0"^), where
we shall pick Q@ and 0" ^ as follows.
For each p cQ n R, we "duplicate" 0(p) by picking 0(p)' > 0(p) so that for every
x E Q U R such that x - p we have 0(p)' < 0(x) if and only if O(p) < 0(x); also the
duplicates satisfying the same inequalities as the originals so that O(p)' < O(x)' if and
only if 0(p) < 0(x). This describes a total order on {0(p) p E Q U R} U {0(p)' I p E
Q n R}. Note that we may need to replace 0 with an equivalent labeling so that there
is enough "space" to insert the primed letters.
Now suppose p Q ln R. Denote the copy of p inside Q C Q E R by pQ and the copy
of p inside R C Q @ R by PR. Similarly, denote the elements of (Q V R) ( (Q A R).
We define
O(p) if p Q n R,
0e (p ) =  0(p)' ifp=pQ,
O(p) if p = pR
and
O (p) if p Q nR,
^VA (p) = (p)' if p = PQAR,
0(p) ifp = PQvR.
Clearly the descents of 0 e (or OVA) on either component agree with the descents of
that component as a convex subposet of (P, 0).
Theorem 8.2. The difference KQAR,OKQvR,O - KQ,OKR,O is L-positive.
Proof. Let IQI + IRI = n = IQ V RI + IQ A RI and suppose a : Q R --+ [n] is a linear
extension. Then a in particular gives an element (aIQ, aIR) of A(Q, 0) x A(R, 0).
Using Proposition 8.1, we see that r/(alQ, aJR) = (~ IQR, PIQvR) arises from a linear
extension 3 : (Q A R) E (Q V R) - [n] (in other words the union /3 QAR U PIQVR is
exactly the interval [n]).
We claim that the two words
a. = Oe(a-l(1))Oe(a-'(2)) ... 0÷(a-l(n))
b6 = OVA(p-'-(1))0VA("-'(2)) ... OVA"(-l(n))
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have the same descent set. Again by Proposition 8.1, the word bo = bib2 ... b, is
obtained from a, = ala2 ... an by swapping certain pairs (ai, aj) where ai = 0 (pg)
and aj = 8e (PR) for some p C Q n R.
By definition 0e(pQ) = OVA(pQAR) and 0e(pR) = OVA(pQVR) so swapping occurs if
and only if (a(pQ), a(pR)) = (P,(pQvR), /(PQAR)). By the last statement of Proposi-
tion 8.1 (1), this never happens if alQ(pQ) and alR(pR) are adjacent in [n], which is
equivalent to Ii - jj = 1. Thus swapping (ai, aj) is the same as swapping a pair of
non-neighboring letters (O(p), 0(p)') in the word ala2 ... an, which preserves descents
by our choice of O(p)'.
We have KQ,oKR,o = Za LD(a,) and KQAR,OKQvR,O = Ep LD(b.), where the sum-
mations are over linear extensions of Q ® R and (Q A R) D (Q v R). Since rl induces
an injection from the first set of linear extensions to the second, we conclude that
KQAR,OKQvR,O - KQ,OKR,o is L-positive. O
Example 8.3. Let P be the poset on the 5 elements A, B, C, D, E given by the cover
relations A < B, A < C, B < D, B < E, C < D, C < E. Take the following labeling
0 of P: 0(A) = 2, 0(B) = 1, 0(C) = 4, 0(D) = 5, 0(E) = 3. Take the two ideals
Q = {A, B, C, D}, R = {A, B, C, E} of P. Form the disjoint sum poset Q ( R. The
elements A, B, C E Q n R have two images in the newly formed poset: AQ, BQ, CQ
and AR, BR, CR. The labels of Q D R are formed according to the rule above: for
X = A, B, C we have 0B(XQ) = 0(X)' while 80(XR) = 0(X). The resulting labeling
is shown in Figure 6, with 08 taking the values {1 < 1' < 2 < 2' < 3 < 4 < 4' < 5}
D(5) E(3)
B(1) C(4)
A(2) B<
FIGURE 6. The labelings 09 of Q E R and 0^V of (Q A R) E (Q V R) formed from
a labeling 0 of P. Labels are shown in parentheses.
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Similarly, we obtain the labeling ^AV of (Q A R) 6 (Q V R), as shown on Figure 6.
Clearly each edge in the Hasse diagrams of Q E R and (Q A R) D (Q V R) is a descent
if and only if it is in the Hasse diagram of P.
Now, to illustrate the proof of Theorem 8.2 take a particular extension of Q e
R, namely a defined by a -1 ([8]) = (AQ, AR, BQ, CQ, E, BR, CR, D). Performing cell
transfer we get 0 = r(a) such that
-1 ([8]) = (AQAR, AQVR, BQVR, CQVR, E, BQAR, CQAR, D)
In this case a, = (2', 2, 1', 4', 3, 1,4, 5) and b, = (2', 2, 1,4, 3, 1', 4', 5). The pairs that
got swapped are (1, 1') and (4, 4'). Note also that the pair (2, 2') did not get swapped,
which we know cannot happen since those labels are neighbors are in the word a,. It
is clear that the descents in a, are indeed the same as in b/.
8 5 8 5
3 4
2 1 2 1
FIGURE 7. The linear extension a of Q ED R and the linear extension 3 of (Q A R) E
(Q V R) obtained by cell transfer.
Comparing Theorem 8.2 and Theorem 7.4, we obtain the following question.
Question 8.4. When is the difference KQAR,oKQvR,o - KQ,OKR,o itself of the form
Ks,t for some labeled poset (S, ý)?
In other words, we are asking for another (hopefully natural) operation ý on convex
subsets Q and R of a labeled poset (P, 0) so that
KQnR,Oi = KQAR,OKQvR,o - KQ,oKR,O.
We will give an affirmative answer to Question 8.4 for the case of chains in Section 10.
As the following example shows, Question 8.4 is not true in general.
Example 8.5. Let P be the poset with four elements {a, b, c, d} and relations a <
b, a < c, a < d. Give P the labeling O(a) = 4, O(b) = 1, 0(c) = 2, and O(d) = 3. Let Q
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be the ideal {a, b} and R be the ideal {a, c, d}. Then the difference KQAR,oKQvR,O -
KQ,OKR,o is given by
(4) d = L1 (L 1111 + 2L 11 2 + 2L1 21 + L1 3 ) - L 11 (L1 2 + Ll11 ).
We will argue that d is not equal to Ks,es for any (S, Os). First we claim that no
term La in the L-expansion of d has al > 1. It is not difficult to see directly from
the shuffle product that the expansion of each term in d has six La terms with a, > 1
(in fact al = 2) and these cancel out by Theorem 8.2.
Thus using Theorem 7.4 we conclude that if d = Ks,as then S must be a five element
poset with a unique minimal element. Also one computes from (4) that S must have
exactly 10 linear extensions. No poset S has these properties.
Remark 8.6. By carefully studying the cell transfer injection ql of [LP], one can also
give an affirmative answer to Question 8.4 for the case where P is a tree, and Q and
R are order ideals so that both Q/Q n R and R/Q n R are connected.
Remark 8.7. Question 8.4 can be asked for the T-labeled posets of [LP] and also for
the differences of products of skew Schur functions studied in [LPP]. However, we
will not investigate these questions in the current article.
Remark 8.8. Let Kp,, denote the generating function of Stembridge's enriched P-
partitions of a labeled poset (P, w) ([Ste]). Then
K KVu) - K',w K^AR,W •VR,w  R,wK,
is positive in the basis of peak functions. This follows immediately from [Ste, Theo-
rem 3.1] and Theorem 8.2.
9. CHAINS AND FUNDAMENTAL QUASI-SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS
9.1. Cell transfer for compositions. Let (Cn, w) be the labeled chain correspond-
ing to the permutation w E 6n. Let us consider C, to consist of the elements
{Cl < c2 < ... < cb}, so that w : C, --+ P is given by w(ci) = wi. The convex subsets
C[i, j] of Cn are in bijection with intervals [i,j] C [n].
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Let Q = [a, b] and R = [c, d] and assume that a < c. Then we have the following
two cases:
(1) Ifb< dthenQAR=QandQVR=R.
(2) Ifb> dthenQAR = [a,d] and QVR= [b,c].
Thus to obtain a non-trivial cell transfer we assume that a < c < d < b. Let w[i, j]
denote the word wiwi+l... wj. Theorem 8.2 then says that the difference
(5) LC(w[a,d]) Lc(w[c,b]) - Lc(w[a,bj) Lc(w[c,d])
is L-positive.
Q =[1, 9] R = [5, 7]
QAR= [1,7] QvR = [5, 9]
FIGURE 8. An example of the cell transfer operation for chains, here w =
(2, 1,5,4, 3, 7, 8, 9, 6), a = 1,b = 9, c= 5, d= 7.
We now make the difference (5) more precise by translating into the language of
compositions and descent sets. Let a = (al,a 2,... , ak) and P = (P1l,/32,. ..- ,1) be
an ordered pair of compositions. Say P can be found inside a if there exists a non-
negative integer m E [0, ja - 3j ] so that D(f3) + m coincides with D(a) restricted to
[m + 1, m + 101 - 1]. We then say that P can be found inside a at m. A composition
can be found inside another in many different ways. For example if / = (1) then one
may pick m to be any integer in [0, lal - 1].
Now for a composition a = (al, a 2, ... , ak) F- n and an integer x C [1, n] we define
two new compositions ax -, ax-" - x as follows. We define ax - = (a, , a,... arl, a)
where a, r are the unique integers satisfying 1 < a < ar and al +a 2+ +at-1 +a = x.
Similarly, define a x- = (b, as+l,..., ak) where b, s are the unique integers satisfying
1 < b < as and b + a,+l + - -- + ak = x. If 0 can be found inside a at m, we set
ao Am / = a(m+I 3D)-- and a Vm p = a(laI-m)-.
The L-positive expressions in (5) give the following theorem.
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Theorem 9.1. Let a and 3 be compositions such that 3 can be found inside a at m.
Then the difference
Ladm3 Lavmp - La Lo
is L-positive.
Example 9.2. Let us take chain (C9 , w) with w = (2, 1,5, 4, 3, 7, 8, 9, 6) and Q = [1,9]
and R = [5, 7] so that a = 1, b = 9, c = 5, d = 7. Then we get the situation shown
in Figure 8, the thinner edges indicating descents. If a = (1,2, 1,4, 1) and P = (3)
then there are two ways to find /3 inside a, and Figure 8 shows the way to find it at
rn = 5. In this case Theorem 9.1 says that L(1, 2,1,3)L(4,1) - L(1,2,1,4,1) L(3) is L-positive.
Remark 9.3. The operation (a, /) '-4 (a Am /3, a Vm /) interacts well with the invo-
lutions v and w of QSym. More precisely, if 3 can be found inside a at m then P*
can be found inside a* at m and / can be found inside a* at lal - 131 - m.
9.2. The L-positivity poset. Fix a positive integer n. Now define a poset structure
(PCn, <) ("Pairs of Compositions") on the set PCn of unordered pairs {a, 3} of
compositions satisfying laI + 1/1 = n by letting {a, /} 5 {-y, } if L, L6 - La La is
L-nonnegative. The following result relies on factorization properties of QSym which
we prove in Section 11.
Proposition 9.4. The relation {a, /3} < {-y, 6} if L, La6  L L, L  defines a partial
order on the set PC,.
Proof. Reflexivity and transitivity of < are clear. Suppose we have both {a, /} <
{y, 6} and {y, 6} 5 {a, 3} then we must have L, L6 = Lc L2 . By Corollary 11.6
and Proposition 11.11 we must have {a, 0} = {y, 6}. Thus < satisfies the symmetry
condition of a partial order. O
For an unordered pair of compositions {a,/3} we unambiguously define another
unordered pair {a V 3, a A 3} as follows. Suppose lal > 1/31. If 3 can be found
inside of a, we pick the smallest m E (0, laI - 131) where this is possible and set
a A/3 = a Am p and a V/3 = a Vm/3. Otherwise we set {a V/3, a A/3} = {a, /}.
Conjecture 9.5. The maximal elements of PC, are exactly the pairs {a, /3} for which
{a, 3} = {aA A, aV 3}.
Note that Conjecture 9.5 is compatible with the two involutions w and v of QSym.
Remark 9.6. (i) Conjecture 9.5 has been verified by computer up to n = 10.
(ii) A result similar to Conjecture 9.5 holds for the case of Schur functions: the
pairs of partitions corresponding to Schur-maximal products sa s, are exactly those
partitions fixed by "skew cell transfer"; see [LPP2].
Example 9.7. In Figure 9 the poset PC 4 is shown, compositions being represented
by corresponding oriented line posets. The elements of the bottom row are single
compositions of size 4 since the second composition in this case is empty.
FIGURE 9. Partial order PC4 on pairs of compositions, descents are drawn as thin edges.
One can see that maximal elements are exactly the ones for which one of the two
compositions cannot be found inside the other. In this case those are exactly pairs
(a, 3) such that lal = 31 = 2.
10. WAVE SCHUR FUNCTIONS
In this section we define new generating functions called wave Schur functions. We
first show that they are L-positive, and then prove a determinantal formula for them.
10.1. Wave Schur functions as P-partition generating functions. The poset
(N2 , <) of (positive) points in a quadrant has cover relations (i,j) > (i - 1,j) and
(i, j) > (i,j - 1). To agree with the "English" notation for Young diagrams the
first coordinate i increases as we go down while the second coordinate j increases as
we go to the right. Let us fix a sequence of "strict-weak" assignments p = (pi E
{weak, strict} I i E Z). Let weak = strict and strict = weak. Define an edge-labeling
(or orientation in the language of [McN]) O, as a function from the covers of N2 to
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P1 P2 P3
P-1
P-2 %%,
FIGURE 10. An edge labeling Op.
{weak, strict} by
Op((i,j) > (i - 1, j)) = pj-i+1
Op((i,j) > (ij - 1)) = Pj-i.
An example of an such an edge-labeling Op, is given in Figure 10, where
.. P-3, P-2,P-1,Po,P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,P7,PS, -
... strict, strict, strict, weak, strict, weak, weak, strict, strict, weak, strict, weak....
The lines show the diagonals along which Op alternates between weak and strict
edges. We have labeled weak edges thick and strong edges thin (agreeing with the
way we labeled chains in Section 9).
In the following definition, A/p denotes a Young diagram {(i,j) I pi < j < Ai}
considered as a subposet of (N2, <).
Definition 10.1. A wave p-tableau of shape
for each cover s < t we have
T(s) < T(t)
T(s) < T(t)
A/p is a function T : A -- P such that
if Op(s < t) = strict,
if Op(s < t) = weak.
The wave Schur function s/ is given by the weight generating function
S) #TT(1) #T-1(2)
T
of all wave p-tableaux of shape A/p.
~\~\\% % %~
% % % % % % %% %\\% % %
% %% ~I%· \
% %\ r
We use the name wave since the pattern of strict and weak edges visually resembles
waves. The standard "strict-weak" assignment is given by p = {pi } where pi = weak
for all i. In this case a wave p-tableau is a usual semistandard tableau, and the
wave Schur function is the usual Schur function. Note, however, that in general a
wave Schur function is not symmetric. However, wave Schur functions are always
(P, 0)-partition generating functions.
Proposition 10.2. Let A/p be a skew shape. There exists a (vertex) labeling Op,:
A/p -* P such that (s < t) is a descent of p, if and only if Op(s < t) = strict. Thus
Proof. We shall prove the result by induction on the number of boxes in A/p. Let
(i, j) be any outer corner of A/p. In other words there are no boxes to the bottom
right of (i, j), and if we remove (i, j) from A/p we still obtain a valid skew shape
(A/p)-. Suppose 0p has been defined for (A/p)-. If at most one of (i - 1,j) or
(i,j - 1) is in (A/p)- then one can define 6p by making Op(i,j) either 1 or a very big
value, letting O,(i',j') = Op(i',j') for other boxes (i',j') (we may have to shift the
values of 0p to be able to set Op(i,j) = 1).
So assume that (i-1,j), (i,j-1) G (A/p)-. If Op((i-1,j)<(i,j)) = Op((i,j-1)<
(i, j)), then 6, can be defined as in the previous case. So assume Op((i- 1, j)< (i, j)) =
Op((i,j - 1) < (i,j)). If (i - 1,j - 1) ý (A/Ip)- then (A/p)- is disconnected. In this
case, we may pick labelings 01, 0 for the two components C1, C2 of (A/p)- so that
we can set 8,(C1) = 80 (CI) > Op(i,j) > p(, C2) = 0 (C2).
Finally, suppose that (i - 1, j - 1) c (A/p)- and assume without loss of generality
that Op((i - 1, j) < (i, j)) = strict = Op((i - 1,j - 1) < (i, j - 1)) and Op((i, j - 1) <
(i,j)) = weak = Op((i - 1,j - 1) < (i - 1,j)) (we have used the definition of O,).
Suppose 0p is defined. Then 0O (i - 1, j) > 0p (i - 1, j - 1) > Op (i, j - 1). It suffices to
define Op(i, j) to be an integer very close to p0(i - 1,j - 1) and Op(i', j) = 0P(i', j')
for other boxes (i', j'), possibly shifting the values so that OP(i, j) can be inserted.
Example 10.3. In Figure 11 an edge-labeling Op, of the shape A = (2, 2, 1) is given.
Note that here the vertices of the poset correspond to centers of boxes of the Young
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diagram. Here P-1 = weak, Po = strict, pi = weak. The corresponding wave Schur
function s' can be computed to be equal to L(2,1,2) + L(2,1,1,1) + L(3,2) + L(3,1,1) + L(2,2,1).
It is easy to check that this edge-labeling does come from a vertex labeling of the
underlying poset.
FIGURE 11. An edge-labeling Op of the shape A = (2, 2, 1)
Remark 10.4. Proposition 10.2 implies a formula for sbp ,(1, q 2, q3 ,...) similar to
that of Proposition 7.19.11 in [Sta]. Indeed, we can consider the descent set Dp(T) of
a standard tableau T with respect to Op. Then if we define a generalization of comajor
index comajp(T) = ,iEDp(T)(n - i), we obtain the formula
Sq, q q ) = T qcomajp(T)
S (1 - q)(1 - q2) • - (1 - qn)
However, it seems unlikely that an analog of hook content formula (see [Sta71, Theo-
rem 15.3]) exists because the number of wave p-tableaux filled with entries from 1 to
n does not appear to factor nicely. In Example 10.3 the number of wave p-tableaux
with entries from 1 to 4 is the prime number 23.
Corollary 10.5 (Cell transfer for wave Schur functions). Let A/[P and v/p be two skew
shapes and p be any "strict-weak" assignment. Then the difference sp, s -
sP/1 s1 p  is L-positive.
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 8.2 and Proposition 10.2. Ol
In [LPP] it is shown that the difference in Corollary 10.5 is in fact Schur-positive
when p is the standard assignment.
10.2. Jacobi-Trudi formula for wave Schur functions. Let A = (A1, A2 ,... , A,)
and p = (pcl, 2,... ,1) be two partitions satisfying p C A. Now, for each pair
1 < i, j < such that pj - j + 1 < Ai - i, define the set
Dij(A, M) = {pj -j + 1 < a < A - i I pa = strict} - (.j -j + 1),
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where the notation means that we subtract the number (ptj -j + 1) from each element
of the set. Set aij(A,p) = C(Djj(A, p)) to be the corresponding composition of
Ai - pj - i +j. If pj - j + 1 = Ai - i, set aij(A, p) = (1). If pj - j = Ai - i set
aj (A, p) = (0). Finally, if pj -j > Ai - i set aij (A, p) = 0. Let L(o) = 1, L 0 = 0.
Theorem 10.6 (Jacobi-Trudi expansion for wave Schur functions). Let A/p be a
skew shape. Then
sX/P = det(L,,j(\,,))i',l
where n is the number of rows in A.
Example 10.7. Let A = (7, 6, 6, 4), p = (2, 2, 1,0). Then for p given by
... P-3, P-2P-, PoP1,P2, P- ,2,3, P4P5P6,P7,P8... =
... strict, strict, strict, weak, strict, weak, weak, strict, strict, weak, strict, weak...
we get the shape in Figure 10, and
L(2,1,2) L(3,1,2) L(2 ,3 ,1,2 ) L(1,1,2,3,1,2)
L(2,1) L(3,1)  L(2,3,1) L( 1,1,2,3,1)
L(2) L(3) L(2,3) L(1,1, 2,3)
0 1 L(2) (1,1,2)
Proof of Theorem 10.6. Let us construct an oriented network Np, which depends on
the choice of p. Namely, we begin with the square grid built on the points in the
upper half plane, with row 1 being the bottom row, and orient all edges to the right or
upwards. Then we alter the all the crossings in each column Ci such that pi = strict
as shown in Figure 12. Namely, we arrange these crossings so that it is impossible to
move from left to right through them, but other directions that were possible before
are still possible (see Figure 13). We assign to each edge in row i weight xi, and every
other edge weight 1. Now mark the points Mk with coordinates (Ik - k + 1, 1) on our
grid. Mark exit directions Nk in the columns numbered Ak - k + 1.
Now we apply the Gessel-Viennot method to this path network; see for exam-
ple [Sta, Chapter 7] for the application of this method in the case of Schur functions.
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P
- -------
FIGURE 12. A local picture of an altered crossing.
N4 N3 N2 N
MA M3 M2 M
FIGURE 13. A family
tableau in Figure 14.
of paths on the altered grid corresponding to the wave p-
For each pair 1 < i,j < n the weight generating function of the paths from Mi to Ni
is equal to L,,(A, •,). Thus the determinant det(L j(A,I,))ij=l is equal to the weight
generating function of families of non-crossing paths starting at the Mi-s and ending
in the columns Ni. These families of non-crossing paths are in (a weight-preserving)
bijection with wave p-tableau of shape A/p. The bijection is obtained by placing the
row numbers of the horizontal edges of the path from Ms to N, in the i-th row of the
wave p-tableau. This is illustrated in Figures 13 and 14. Ol
1 1 2 4 4
FIGURE 14. A wave p-tableau of shape A/pi = (7, 6, 6, 4)/(2, 2, 1,0) and edge label-
ing Op as in Figure 10.
Remark 10.8. (i) We have w(s/)= s where = (...,p-2,- o,p1,..).
(ii) Let us denote A/u the rotated on 180 degrees p-tableau A/p with Pi = pi. Then
The following theorem, combined with Proposition 10.2, answers Question 8.4 for
the case that Q and R are convex subsets of a chain.
Theorem 10.9. The differences L0am3 Lov,3 - L, L, of Theorem 9.1 are equal to
wave Schur functions.
Proof. We may suppose that m > 1 for otherwise the difference is 0. Pick a sequence
p = p" such that pi = strict if and only if i E D(a) (this determines pl,p2 ... ,PIl-I).
Then set A = (|a , m + 1I1) and p = (m - 1, 1).
We can compute that
Lc1,1(•A,) -=L B meLa12(A,P) = La
La21 (A,) = LQAmO La22 (x,4) = Lo.
Theorem 10.6 tells us that s is exactly det .
Lo LAm 3
We illustrate the choice of pc, A and p of Theorem 10.9 in Figure 15. Here p` is
such that ... P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, Ps, . =*
.. , strict, weak, strict, strict, weak, weak, weak, strict,
a = (1,2, 1,4, 1), 3 = (3), m = 5. Then A = (9, 8 ), p = (4, 1) and the corresponding
sP is equal to L(1, 2,1,3)L(4,1) - L(3)L(1,2,1,4,1)
11. ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES OF QSym
We prove in this section some algebraic results concerning QSym used earlier.
11.1. A factorization property of quasi-symmetric functions. Denote by K =
Z[[X1i, 2, 3 ,.. .]] the ring of formal power series in infinitely many variables with
bounded degree. Clearly the units in K or in the polynomial ring in n variables K (")
are 1 and -1. In this subsection, we prove the following property of QSym.
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i I I
FIGURE 15. The skew shape corresponding to the difference L(1,2,1,3)L( 4,1) - L(3)L(1,,1,4,1)
Theorem 11.1. Suppose f E QSym and f = Ili fi is a factorization of f into
irreducibles in K. Then fi c QSym for each i.
Now let a = (1 < al < a2 < ... <) be an increasing sequence of positive integers
and let A denote the set of such sequences. Define the algebra homomorphism Aa :
K -- K by
Aaf := f(xa) := f(0,...0, O,x,0,...,0, X2, 0,...)
where xi is placed in the ai-th position. For a sequence a, we shall also write a(i) = ai
in function notation. Thus a : N -- N is a strictly increasing function.
As an example, take a = (2,3,4,--.), b = (1,3,5,..-). Then we have Aaf =
f(O, xlx 2 , ... ) and Ab o Aaf = Ab(Aaf) = f(O, xl,0, x2,0, x3, ).
The following lemma is essentially the definition.
Lemma 11.2. An element f E K is quasi-symmetric if and only if f(Xa) = f for
each a E A.
Let k > 1 be an integer. Define a(k) by
a(k)(i) i if i < k,
i + 1 if i > k.
Lemma 11.3. Suppose f E K has degree n. Then f is quasi-symmetric if and only
if f(xa) = f for the sequences a(k) for 1 < k < n.
Proof. The only if direction is clear. Assume that f(Xa) = f for each a(k) for 1 < k <
n. To show that the coefficients of x 1 ... x'" and xC x• " in f are the same we use
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the (coefficient of x"' · x n in the equality)
Abn-bn-1 ... Ab2-b Ab -If = fa(n) a( 2) a(l) -
The following lemma is a simple calculation.
Lemma 11.4. We have Ab o Aa = A, where c(i) = a(b(i)).
Lemma 11.5. Let f E K. Suppose f has finite order with respect to Aa for every
a E A. Then there exists b C A so that Abf E QSym.
Proof. Given f E K invariant under Aa(k) for 1 < k < t, with t possibly 0, we will
produce an f' = Abf invariant under Aa(k) for 1 < k < t + 1. Using Lemma 11.3 and
the fact that f has bounded degree this is sufficient.
So let f be invariant under Aa(k) for 1 < k < t. By assumption Aa(t+l) has finite
order d on f. Define b E A by b(i) = 1 + (i - 1)d and let f' = Abf. We claim that
f' is invariant under Aa(k) for 1 < k < t + 1. We have
b(a(k)(i)) =
1 + (i - 1)d if i<k,
1 + id if i > k.
In the following we will repeatedly use Lemma 11.4.
Define b(j) E A for 1 < j < k by
i) = i if i < j,
Nj + (i - j)d i > j.
Note that Ab(j) o (Aa())d-1 = Ab(j-1). Similarly define c(J) E A for 1 < j < k by
c(j ) ( i )  J + (i - j)d
j+ (i-j +1)d
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if i < j,
j < i < k,
i>k.
Note that Ac(j) o (Aa(j))d-1 = Ac(j-1). We also have the equalities
AC(k-1) = Ab(k-1) O (Aa(k))d,
Ab(l) = Ab,
Ac() = Aa(k) o Ab-
Finally using our assumptions and 1 < k < t + 1, we have
Abf = AbM()f = --- = Ab(k-1)f = Ac(k- 1)f =- • = Ac(a)f = Aa(k) o Abf.
Proof of Theorem 11.1. Let a E A. Applying Aa to f = FL ft and using Lemma 11.2,
we have f = r1- Aafj. By Lemma 11.7, each Aafi must be equal to ±fj. In other
words, Aa has finite order on each fi and application of Aa to fi produces (up to sign)
another fj. Using Lemma 11.5, we see that fj must lie in QSym for some j. Now
divide both sides by fj and proceed by induction. O
Corollary 11.6. QSym is a unique factorization domain.
Corollary 11.6 also follows from work of Hazewinkel [Haz], who shows that QSym
is a polynomial ring.
Proof. If f E QSym then two irreducible factorizations of f in QSym will also be irre-
ducible factorizations in K, by Theorem 11.1. The theorem follows from Lemma 11.7,
proven below. O
Lemma 11.7. The ring K is a unique factorization domain.
Proof. We start by recalling the well known fact, that the polynomial rings K ( ) =
Z[Z,x 22,. .. , ] are unique factorization domains. An element f(xI, x 2 ,...) K is
determined by its images
f(n) = f(x lx2, . . ,n, 0, O,... ) E K(n).
We may write f = (f(n)) for a compatible sequence of f(n) C K (n )
We first claim that f is irreducible if and only if there exists N > 0 such that f(n)
is irreducible for all n > N. Let f = 1f fi be a decomposition of f into irreducibles.
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Then there exists M > 0 so that deg(f,( )) = deg(fi) for all i and n > M. Thus
f(n) = 1- fi•") is reducible for n > M if f is. Conversely, suppose that f(n) is reducible
for infinitely many values of n. If n > M and f(n) is reducible then f(m) is also
reducible for n > m > M. Thus we may assume f(n) is reducible for all n > N for
some N > M. Restriction of f(n) to f(m) for n > m > N will not change the degree
of any of the factors. Thus the factorizations of f(n) are compatible for each n > N.
For sufficiently large n > N, the number k of irreducible factors of f(n) will be
constant and greater than 1. Ordering the irreducible factorizations f(n) - 1 fi()
compatibly, we conclude that f = k= fi where fi = (f(n)) is irreducible.
Now suppose that f = Hr fi = Hj gj are two factorizations of f into irreducibles.
By our claim, there exists some huge N so that I1l ff~) = Hl (n are factorizations
of f(n) into irreducibles in K (n ) , for each n > N. Since K(") is a UFD, these
(n) (n) If N is chosenfactorizations are the same up to permutation and sign: gn = e If N is chosen
large enough the same permutation a and signs ei will work for all n > N. This shows
that gi = Eifl(i)- [L
Remark 11.8. (i) Note that Corollary 11.6 is not true in finitely many variables.
For example, in the two variables xI and x2 we have (x2x 2)(XI2 X) = (X 1X2)3. The
quasi-symmetric functions xzx 2, x1x and x1x 2 are all irreducible.
(ii) It seems interesting to ask whether the r-quasi-symmetric functions defined by
Hivert [Hiv] also form a unique factorization domain. The m-quasi-invariants [EG]
occurring in representation theory do not in general form unique factorization do-
mains.
11.2. Irreducibility of fundamental quasi-symmetric functions. In this sec-
tion, we show that the fundamental quasi-symmetric funmctions {LJ} and the mono-
mial quasi-symmetric functions { M} are irreducible in QSym and in K.
Let a = (al,,2, 2, .. ,ak) and / = (01, 32, ... ,/ 1) be two compositions. Define the
lexicographic order on compositions by a > P if and only if for some i we have aj = Oj
for 1 < j < i - 1 and ai > f0. Using this order, we obtain lexicographic orders on
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monomials {xa}, monomial quasi-symmetric functions { M } and fundamental quasi-
symmetric functions {LJ}. Note that the lexicographically maximal monomial in M,
or La is x' .
In the following proofs we say that a quasi-symmetric function f contains a term
L, (and similarly for MQ) if the coefficient of La is non-zero when f is written in the
basis of fundamental quasi-symmetric functions. The following lemma is immediate
from the definitions.
Lemma 11.9. The lexicographically maximal monomial in the product f g of two
quasi-symmetric functions f and g is the product of the lexicographically maximal
monomials in f and g.
Proposition 11.10. The monomial quasi-symmetric function M" is irreducible in
QSym and in K = Z[[x,x 2 , .. .]1].
Proof. We proceed by induction on the size n = al + a 2 + - + ak. For n = 1 the
statement is obvious.
Assume now that M, = f g is not irreducible. Note first that f and g must be
homogeneous. Otherwise, the homogeneous components of maximal and minimal
degree in the product would not cancel out, and thus we would never get the homo-
geneous function MQ. Also note that according to Theorem 11.1 both f and g must
be quasi-symmetric. First we suppose that k = 1.
Now, take the specialization x~ = ql-'. It is known ([Sta, Proposition 7.19.10])
that under this specialization we have L,(1, q, q2 ... ) = (-q)(-q)(-q where
e(a) is the "comajor" statistic. That means that if deg(f) = p, deg(g) = a , - p and
0 < p < a1 , fg will never have a pole at primitive al-th root of unity. On the other
hand M,(1, q,...) = , and thus Mc has a pole at a primitive a1 -th root of unity,1_qa1
which is a contradiction.
Now suppose that k # 1. We write each of the participating functions as polyno-
mials in x1 :
M = f xM+lJ- , f = fr+- g= -r+ +4
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Here the leading term is the one with the highest power of xl, and the notation f
denotes a power series f (x2, x3,...) quasi-symmetric in the variables x2, x3,. '.
Note that M/IC = M(12,, k) ( 2, X3 , ... -) is the monomial quasi-symmetric function
corresponding to the composition obtained from a by removing the first part. Since
M, = f g, we must have M1 = fi gi. By induction one of fi or gl is equal to a unit,
fl. Without loss of generality we can assume fl = 1. Thus the monomial quasi-
symmetric function M(r) occurs in f. By Lernma 11.9 above we conclude that the
lexicographically maximal monomial quasi-symmetric function in g is M(a1 -r,02,",ak).
Now apply the involution v of Proposition 2.1 to the equality M" = f g to obtain
Ma. = v(f)v(g). By Proposition 2.1, v(M(r)) = M(r) and so the monomial M(r) is still
the lexicographically maximal monomial in v(f). Similarly, the monomial symmetric
function M(ak,...,a2,al_-) occurs in v(g) with non-zero coefficient. Since k #- 1, the
lexicographically maximal monomial in the product v(f)v(g) is at least as large as
M(ok+r,...,aj-r). This however is lexicographically larger than Mo. - M(ak,... ,1) unless
r = 0.
We conclude that f = 1 and that Ma is irreducible. O
Proposition 11.11. The fundamental quasi-symmetric function La is irreducible in
both QSym and in K = Z[[xl, 2 , 3,. .. ]]
Proof. The trick used for the case k = 1 in the proof of Proposition 11.10 also works
here. l
12. IMMANANTS AND SCHUR POSITIVITY
In this section we give an overview of some results of Rhoades-Skandera [RS1, RS2],
mostly paraphrasing [RS2, Sections 2-3]. The only new ingredient of this section is
an alternative proof of one of their results.
12.1. Haiman's Schur positivity result. Let H,(q) be the Hecke algebra asso-
ciated with the symmetric group S,. The Hecke algebra has the standard basis
{T,, I wE Sn} and the Kazhdan-Lusztig basis {C,(q) I w E Sn} related by
ql(v)/ 2 Cvv( - ,(q) T and Tw = l(-_1)(vW)Qv,w(q) q1(v)/ 2Cv(q),
uw<v v<w
where P,,,(q) are the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials and Q,,,(q) = P 0ow,wov(q), for
the longest permutation wo E Sn, see [Hum] for more details.
For w E S, and an n x n matrix X = (xij), the Kazhdan-Lusztig immanant was
defined in [RS2] as
Immw(X) := 1 (-1)l(vw)Qw,v(1) Xl,v(1) .. Xn,v(n).
Let hk = il<...<ik Xi Xik be the k-th homogeneous symmetric function, where
ho = 1 and hk = 0 for k < 0. A generalized Jacobi-Trudi matrix is an n x n
matrix of the form (h,j )n 1 , for partitions i = (pý > p2 > -.- >  n A 0) and
v = (v' > v2 > ... > vn > 0). Rhoades-Skandera reformulated Haiman's result as
follows.
Theorem 12.1. Haiman [Hai, Theorem 1.5], Rhoades-Skandera [RS2, Proposition 3]
The immanants Imm,, of a generalized Jacobi-Trudi matrix are Schur nonnegative.
Haiman's proof of this result is based on the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture proven
by Beilinson-Bernstein and Brylinski-Kashiwara, e.g., see [Hai, Proposition 7.1] and
the references following. This conjecture expresses the characters of Verma modules
as sums of the characters of some irreducible highest weight representations of sin
with multiplicities equal to Pw,,(1). One can derive from this conjecture that the
coefficients of Schur functions in Imm, are certain tensor product multiplicities of
irreducible representations.
12.2. Temperley-Lieb algebra. The Temperley-Lieb algebra TL,(,) is the C[C]-
algebra generated by t1,..., tn-1 subject to the relations t = t , t, tt, = ti if li-jl =
1, titj = tjti if ii - ji > 2. The dimension of TLn(() equals the n-th Catalan
number Cn 1(2n). A 321-avoiding permutation is a permutation w G Sn that
has no reduced decomposition of the form w = ..- sisjsi ... with Ii - j = 1. (These
permutations are also called fully-commutative.) A natural basis of the Temperley-
Lieb algebra is {t, I w is a 321-avoiding permutation in S)}, where t, := ti l,
for a reduced decomposition w = si, - - - si•.
The map 0 : T, ý-- ti-1 determines a homomorphism 0 : Hn(1) = C[Sn] -- TLn(2).
Indeed, the elements ti - 1 in TL,(2) satisfy the Coxeter relations.
Theorem 12.2. Fan-Green [FG] The homomorphism 0 acts on the Kazhdan-Lusztig
basis {C.(1)} of Hn(1) as follows:
0(C(1)) = t,,, if w is 321-avoiding,
0 otherwise.
For any permutation v E S, and a 321-avoiding permutation w E S,, let f,(v) be
the coefficient of the basis element t,, E TL,(2) in the basis expansion of O(T,) =
(td, - 1) - -(ti - 1) E TL,(2), for a reduced decomposition v = si, ... si,. Rhoades
and Skandera [RS1] defined the Temperley-Lieb imrnmanant ImmTZL(x) of an n x n
matrix X = (xij) by
Immn~TL(X):= f,,(v) x,,(1) ... Xn,v(n).
vESn
Theorem 12.3. Rhoades-Skandera [RS2, Proposition 5] For a 321-avoiding permu-
tation w C S,., we have ImmTL(X) = Irmm,,(X).
Proof. Applying the map 0 to T, = Ew,v(-1)1(vw)Qw,V(1) C,(1) and using Theo-
rem 12.2 we obtain O(Tv) = Z(-1)1(vw)Q,~,(1) t,, where the sum is over 321-avoiding
permutations w. Thus f,,(v) = (-1)("vw)Q,,v(1) and Imm T L = Immn. El
A product of generators (decomposition) til, ti, in the Temperley-Lieb algebra
TLn can be graphically presented by a Temperley-Lieb diagram with n non-crossing
strands connecting the vertices 1,..., 2n and, possibly, with some internal loops. This
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diagram is obtained from the wiring diagram of the decomposition w = si -- -si, E S
by replacing each crossing " X " with a vertical uncrossing " ) ( ". The left endpoints
are assumed to be labeled 1,..., n from top to bottom and the right endpoints are
assumed to be labeled 2n,... , n + 1 from top to bottom. For example, the following
figure shows the wiring diagram for S1s2S2s3S2 E S4 and the Temperley-Lieb diagram
for tlt 2t 2t3t 2 E TL4.
3 6 3
4 5 4 5
81 82 82 83 82 tl t2 t 2  t 3  t2
Pairs of vertices connected by strands of a wiring diagram are (2n + 1 - i, w(i)), for
i = 1 ,..., n. Pairs of vertices connected by strands in a Temperley-Lieb diagram form
a non-crossing matching, i.e., a graph on the vertices 1,...,2n with n disjoint edges
that contains no pair of edges (a, c) and (b, d) with a < b < c < d. If two Temperley-
Lieb diagrams give the same matching and have the same number of internal loops,
then the corresponding products of generators of TLn are equal to each other. If the
diagram of a is obtained from the diagram of b by removing k internal loops, then
b = (ka in TL,.
The map that sends t,, to the non-crossing matching given by its Temperley-
Lieb diagram is a bijection between basis elements t., of TLn, where w is 321-
avoiding, and non-crossing matchings on the vertex set [2n]. For example, the ba-
sis element t1 t3t 2 of TL4 corresponds to the non-crosssing matching with the edges
(1,2), (3, 4), (5, 8), (6, 7).
12.3. An identity for products of minors. Following [RS1], for a subset S C [2n],
let us say that a Temperley-Lieb diagram (or the associated element in TLn) is S-
compatible if each strand of the diagram has one end-point in S and the other end-
point in its complement [2n] \ S. Coloring vertices in S black and the remaining
vertices white, a basis element t, is S-compatible if and only if each edge in the
associated matching has two vertices of different colors. Let O(S) denote the set of
all 321-avoiding permutation w E S, such that t, is S-compatible.
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For two subsets I, J C [n] of the same cardinality let AI,j(X) denote the minor of
an n x n matrix X in the row set I and the column set J. Let I := [n] \ I and let
AI^ := {2n + 1 - i I i G I}.
Theorem 12.4. Rhoades-Skandera [RS1, Proposition 4.3], cf. Skandera [Ska] For
two subsets I, J c [n] of the same cardinality and S = J U (I)^, we have
AIj(X) - A, j(X)= ImmTL(X).
UEO(S)
The proof given in [RS1] employs planar networks. Here we give an alternative
proof directly from the definition of Temperley-Lieb immanants.
Proof. Let us fix a permutation v E Sn with a reduced decomposition v = si, - si,.
The coefficient of the monomial Xl,v(1) -X- "n,v(n) in the expansion of the product of
two minors AI,J(X) -A, y(X) equals
(-1)inv(I) +inv(I) if v(I) = J,
0 if v(I) / J,
where inv(I) is the number of inversions i < j, v(i) > v(j) such that i,j E I.
On the other hand, by the definition of Imm L, the coefficient of Xl,v(1) ' xn,v(n)
in the right-hand side of the identity equals the sum E•(-1)r 2' over all diagrams ob-
tained from the wiring diagram of the reduced decomposition si, - - - si, by replacing
each crossing " X " with either a vertical uncrossing ") ( " or a horizontal uncross-
ing " " so that the resulting diagram is S-compatible, where r is the number of
horizontal uncrossings " - " and s is the number of internal loops in the resulting
diagram. Indeed, the choice of ")( " corresponds to the choice of "tik" and the
choice of " - " corresponds to the choice of "-1" in the k-th term of the product
(til, - 1)- - - (ti - 1) E TL,(2), for k = 1,...,1.
Let us pick directions of all strands and loops in such diagrams so that the initial
vertex in each strand belongs to S (and, thus, the end-point is not in S). There are
2' ways to pick directions of s internal loops. Thus the above sum can be written as
the sum E(-1)r over such directed Temperley-Lieb diagrams.
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Here is an example of a directed diagram for v = s3 s 2s 1s3S 2S 3 and S = {1, 4, 5, 7}
corresponding to the term t3t2 (-1)t3 (-1)t3 in the expansion of the product (t3 -
1)(t2 - 1)(tl - 1)(t 3 - )(t2 )(t 3 - 1). This diagram comes with the sign (-1)2.
1 8
4 5
t3  t 2  1 t -1 t 3
Let us construct a sign reversing partial involution L on the set of such directed
Temperley-Lieb diagrams. If a diagram has a misaligned uncrossing, i.e., an uncross-
ing of the form ")( " "( ", " ", or . ", then t switches the leftmost such
uncrossing according to the rules t : ( •- and t ) ( * . Otherwise,
when the diagram involves only aligned uncrossings ") (", )(, " C ", " . ", the
involution / is not defined.
For example, in the above diagram, the involution i. switches the second uncrossing,
which has the form ")(", to " 1 ". The resulting diagram corresponds to the term
t3(-1)(-1)t3(-1)t3.
Since the involution t reverses signs, this shows that the total contribution of all
diagrams with at least one misaligned uncrossing is zero. Let us show that there is at
most one S-compatible directed Temperley-Lieb diagram with all aligned uncrossings.
If we have a such diagram, then we can direct the strands of the wiring diagram for
v = sl 
. . . 
si, so that each segment of the wiring diagram has the same direction as
in the Temperley-Lieb diagram. In particular, the end-points of strands in the wiring
diagram should have different colors. Thus each strand starting at an element of J
should finish at an element of I ^ , or, equivalently, v(I) = J. The directed Temperley-
Lieb diagram can be uniquely recovered from this directed wiring diagram by replacing
the crossings with uncrossings, as follows: X --. , X -+ ) (, X --+ )(, X -- - .
Thus the coefficient of Xl,,(l) - --Xn,v(n) in the right-hand side of the needed identity
is zero, if v(I) # J, and is (-1)r, if v(I) = J, where r is the number of crossings of
the form " X" or " X" in the wiring diagram. In other words, r equals the number of
crossings such that the right end-points of the pair of crossing strands have the same
color. This is exactly the same as the expression for the coefficient in the left-hand
side of the needed identity. O
The following result of Rhoades-Skandera follows immediately from Theorems 12.1,
12.3, and 12.4.
Theorem 12.5. Rhoades-Skandera [RS2], cf. [RS2, Theorem 9], [RS1, Corollary 4.5]
Let I, J, K, L C [n] be subsets such that III = IJI, IKI = IL, let S = J U (I)^ and
T = LU (K) , and let X be a generalized Jacobi-Trudi matrix. If 6(S) C O(T), then
the difference
AK,L(X) -AR,L(X) - A,,(X). -A,(X).
is Schur nonnegative.
Actually, Rhoades-Skandera proved a stronger result [RS2, Theorem 9] saying that
the above difference is a nonnegative combination of Temperley-Lieb immanants if
and only if O(S) C O(T).
13. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.5
For two subsets I, J g [n] of the same cardinality, let A1 ,j(H) denote the minor of
the Jacobi-Trudi matrix H = (hj-i)1<i,j<n with row set I and column set J, where hi
is the i-th homogeneous symmetric function, as before. According to the Jacobi-Trudi
formula, see [Mac], the minors Aj,j(H) are precisely the skew Schur functions
AI,j(H) = sA/p,
where A = (A1 ,> .- > Ak > 0), p = (p1 > -- > Ik 0) and the associated subsets
are I = {k + 1 < k-1 + 2 < --. < /i + k}, J = {k + 1 < k-+ 2 < --. < A1 +k}.
For two sets I = {il < - < ik} and J = {j< < - -< jk}, let us define I V J:=
{max(i,,ji) < --- < max(ik,jk)} and I A J := {min(il,ji) < -- - < min(ik,jk)}.
Theorem 1.5 can be reformulated in terms of minors, as follows. Without loss of
generality we can assume that all partitions A, p, v, p in Theorem 1.5 have the same
number k of parts, some of which might be zero. Note that generalized Jacobi-Trudi
matrices are obtained from H by skipping or duplicating rows and columns.
Theorem 13.1. Let I, J, I', J' be k element subsets in [n]. Then we have
AIvI, Jvj,(X) - AIAI,, JA,(X) ,s AI,j(X)" - AI,J'(X),
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for a generalized Jacobi-Trudi matrix X.
Proof. Let us denote I := [n] \ I and S := [2n] \ S. By skipping or duplicating
rows and columns of the matrix X, we may assume that I' = I and J' = J. Then
IVI' = IAII and JVJ'= JAJ'. Let S:= JU(I) andT:= (JVJ') U (IVI)^.
Then we have T = S V S and T = SA S.
By Theorem 12.5, the containment O(S) C 6(T) implies the desired inequality.
Thus we must show that every S-compatible non-crossing matching on [2n] is also
T-compatible. Let S = {si < ... < sn} and S = {91 < ..- - - < 9n}. Then T =
{max(s 1, A),... ,max(sn, §)} and T = {min(s 1, 1),...,min(sn,§n)}. Let M be an
S-compatible non-crossing matching on [2n] and let (a < b) be an edge of M. Without
loss of generality we may assume that a = si E S and b = §j E S. We must show
that either (a E T and b E T) or (a E T and b E T). Since no edge of M can cross
(a, b), the elements of S in the interval [a + 1, b - 1] are matched with the elements of
S in this interval. Let k = #(S n [a + 1, b - 1]) = #(S n [a + 1, b - 1]). Suppose that
a, b E T, or, equivalently, Ai < si and sj < Aj. Since there are at least k elements of S
in the interval [Ai + 1, j - 1], we have i + k + 1 < j. On the other hand, since there
are at most k - 1 elements of S in the interval [si + 1, sj - 1], we have i + k > j. We
obtain a contradiction. The case a, b E T is analogous. O
14. PROOF OF CONJECTURES AND GENERALIZATIONS
In this section we prove generalized versions of Conjectures 1.1-1.3, which were
conjectured by Kirillov [Kir, Section 6.8]. Corollary 14.3 was also conjectured by
Bergeron-McNamara [BM, Conjecture 5.2] who showed that it implies Theorem 14.4.
Let [xJ be the maximal integer < x and Fx] be the minimal integer > x. For
vectors v and w and a positive integer n, we assume that the operations v + w, 1,
[vJ, Fv] are performed coordinate-wise. In particular, we have well-defined operations
[-j and [n ] on pairs of partitions.
The next claim extends Okounkov's conjecture (Conjecture 1.1).
Theorem 14.1. Let A/p and v/p be any two skew shapes. Then we have
sL~,\•__,,,jA+2,• T8..57 • SVlSl
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Proof. We will assume that all partitions have the same fixed number k of parts, some
of which might be zero. For a skew shape A/p = (A1,..., Ak) /(P ... , Pk), define
A/p := (A, + 1,...,Ak + 1)/(P1 + 1,... ,Uk + 1),
that is, A/p is the skew shape obtained by shifting the shape A/p one step to the
right. Similarly, define the left shift of A/p by
assuming that the result is a legitimate skew shape. Note that s /, = s/ = s-.
Let 9 be the operation on pairs of skew shapes given by
: (A/p, v/p) i- ((A/p) V (v/p), (A/p) A (v/p)).
According to Theorem 1.5, the product of the two skew Schur functions correspond-
ing to the shapes in O(A/p, v/p) is _>, s/ 1, s,/p. Let us show that we can re-
peatedly apply the operation 0 together with the left and right shifts of shapes
and the flips (A/p, v/p) i-- (v/p, A/p) in order to obtain the pair of skew shapes
(L +v,1/8J [,+vfl/rF~1l) from (A/p,v/p).
Let us define two operations 0 and V on ordered pairs of skew shapes by conjugating
0 with the right and left shifts and the flips, as follows:
: (Al/p, V/p) -) ((A/p) A (v/P), (A/p) V (v/P)),
c--------- -- 9
': (A/p, v/p) ((A/p) V (v/p), (A/p) A (vlp)).
In this definition the application of the left shift "'-" always makes sense. Indeed,
in both cases, before the application of "'-", we apply "-" and then "V", which
guarantees all parts of the partitions to be positive. Again by Theorem 1.5, both
products of skew Schur functions for shapes in q(A/p, v/p) and in O(A/p, v/p) are
Ž8 SA/A Sv/p.
It is convenient to write the operations q and b in the coordinates Ai, p, v, pi, for
i = 1,... .,k. These operations independently act on the pairs (Ai, vi) by
S: (Ai, vi) -ý (min(Ai, vi + 1), max(Ai, vi + 1) - 1),
S: (Ai, vi) ý-* (max(Ai + 1, vi) - 1, min(Ai + 1, vi)),
and independently act on the pairs (pi, Pi) by exactly the same formulas. Note that
both operations 0 and 0 preserve the sums Ai + vi and pi + pi.
The operations 0 and V transform the differences Ai - vi and pi - pi according to
the following piecewise-linear maps:
x if X < 1, 2X if x > -1,
OW2-x if x 1,)V 
-2 - x if x < -1.
Whenever we apply the composition 0 o 0 of these operations, all absolute values
IAi - vil and Ipi - pi strictly decrease, if these absolute values are > 2. It follows
that, for a sufficiently large integer N, we have (0 o 4)N(A/p, v/p) = (A/fi, w/ ) ith
Ai + ii = AX + vi, )i + Afi = pi + Pi, and Asi - iýi I 1, 1i - Pi I < 1, for all i. Finally,
applying the operation 0, we obtain 0(A//u, F/l) = ([•X]/r[P, [+_j/[1 J]), as
needed. O
Example 14.2. Let us illustrate the proof above. Let A = (4, 3), v = (12, 0), p =
p = (0, 0). So A/p and v/p are regular Young shapes (non-skew). Note that the
maps 0, q, 0 send a pair of non-skew shapes to a pair of non-skew shapes. We
have ((4,3), (12,0)) -- ((11,3), (5,0)) 1 ((6,1),(10,2)) - ((9,1), (7,2)) -
((8, 1), (8, 2)) _ ((8,2), (8, 1)). Thus sx s, :, s(11,3) 8(5,0) <s --- <ý S(8,2) 8(8,1)
The following conjugate version of Theorem 14.1 extends Fomin-Fulton-Li-Poon's
conjecture (Conjecture 1.2) to skew shapes.
Corollary 14.3. Let A/p and v/p be two skew shapes. Then we have
Ssortl(A,v)/sortl (p,p) Ssort2 (A,V)/sort 2(j,p) Žs SA/J Sv/p.
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Proof. This statement is obtained from Theorem 14.1 by conjugating the shapes.
Indeed, F•+ ']1' = sort (A', p') and [•J ' = sort2(A', p'). Here A' denotes the partition
conjugate to A. O
Theorem 14.4. Let A(1)/(' 1),..., A(n)/p(I ) be n skew shapes, let A = U A() be the
partition obtained by the decreasing rearrangement of the parts in all V(i), and, simi-
larly, let p = U 1 (i). Then we have fli=L sH,nl/,in s H iL s()/).
This theorem extends Corollary 14.3 and Conjecture 1.2. Also note that Lascoux-
Leclerc-Thibon's conjecture (Conjecture 1.3) is a special case of Theorem 14.4 for the
n-tuple of partitions (Al[,m],. . . , AIm,m, 0, . ., ).
Proof. Let us derive the statement by applying Corollary 14.3 repeatedly. For a
sequence v = (v1, v2 ,... ,v1 ) of integers, the anti-inversion number is ainv(v) :=
#{(i,j) I i < j, vi < vj}. Let L = (A(1)/p('),... ,A(n)/p(n)) be a sequence of skew
shapes. Define its anti-inversion number as
ainv(L) = ainv(A)A ), .2),., A), 1) ,), 2- A ) , n)
± ainv(1j ) (2)  (n) (1) (n) (1) (n)+ ainv(p ,I 1 ,.. 111 P2 , ,.. 2 , 3 ,',. 3 ,
If ainv(L) # 0 then there is a pair k < 1 such that ainv(A(k) /(k), A(')/i(1)) O. Let L
be the sequence of skew shapes obtained from L by replacing the two terms A(k) /A(k)
and A(')/p (') with the terms
sort, (A(k), A(l))/sortl(p(k), (l)) and sort 2(A(k), A(l))/sort2(P(k), .(1 )),
correspondingly. Then ainv(L) < ainv(L). Indeed, if we rearrange a subsequence
in a sequence in the decreasing order, the total number of anti-inversions decreases.
According to Corollary 14.3, we have sLt >, SL, where SL := fl- s,(A)/g(i). Note that
the operation L i- L does not change the unions of partitions U AW') and U p(i). Let us
apply the operations L '-* L for various pairs (k, 1) until we obtain a sequence of skew
shapes L = (I(')//p('),..., ( L)/fli(n)) with ainv(L) = 0, i.e., the parts of all partitions
must be sorted as 1)> _> ^n)> I2) > > n) > l•_.. A n)__...
and the same inequalities hold for the i). This means that •^(') /p = A••] in],
for i = 1,.. ., n. Thus sL = Hs,\inl/,,(in >J sL, as needed. O
Let us define A 'Ji') := ((A')[i,•]) ' , for i = 1,..., n. Here A' again denotes the
partition conjugate to A. The partitions Al{ l•) are uniquely defined by the conditions
[•D A{1,n) ... D {n,n) n [ J and A{in~" = A. In particular, A 1,2} =
and A{2'2 = . If A is a partition, i.e., all parts of A are divisible by n, then
A{i,n) = h for each 1 < i < n.
Corollary 14.5. Let A(1)/p(1),... , (n)/p(n) be n skew shapes, let A = ') + - + (n)
and p = L( ) +... + p(n). Then we have 11n=l S {i,n//1,nJ >_s 1- n sIl )/(, Ž.
Proof. This claim is obtained from Theorem 14.4 by conjugating the shapes. Indeed,
(U A))' = Z(AG))'. 0
(n)(n)For a skew shape A/p and a positive integer n, define o  ]7: s Inparticular, if A and E are partitions, then s," = s
Corollary 14.6. Let c and d be positive integers and n = c + d. Let A/p and v/p be
two skew shapes. Then S(n) > s /S d
cA+dv/cp+dP _S A 5X/pip,
Theorem 14.1 is a special case of Corollary 14.6 for c = d = 1.
Proof. This claim follows from Corollary 14.5 for the sequence of skew shapes that
consists of A/p repeated c times and v/p repeated d times. O
Corollary 14.6 implies that the map S : A - sA from the set of partitions to
symmetric functions satisfies the following "Schur log-concavity" property.
Corollary 14.7. For positive integers c, d and partitions A, p such that C+d is ac+d
partition, we have (S ( c+d))c+d >s S(A)cS(p)d.
This notion of Schur log-concavity is inspired by Okounkov's paper [Oko].
15. COMPARING PRODUCTS OF 51n CHARACTERS
Let A, p be two dominant weights of sl. Recall that the weight lattice in this
case is Z"/(1,..., 1). Thus dominant weights can be viewed as partitions with n-th
part equal to zero. Equivalently, dominant weights can be associated with Young dia-
grams with n - 1 rows. Let VA denote the highest weight module corresponding to A.
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Recall that as A runs through all dominant weights, the VA-s constitute the set of irre-
ducible sl£-modules. Since sý is semisimple, the tensor product V 0 V, = $, c V,,V
decomposes into a direct sum of V,-s. The coefficients A,, which appear in this de-
composition are the celebrated Littlewood-Richardson coefficients - the same ones
that appear when we multiply Schur functions. Let sA denote the polynomial charac-
ter of irreducible representation VA. Then sA = s(x1, . .., ,, 0,...) is the evaluation
of the Schur function sA modulo the relation x1 '. -- xn = 1. For the background on
representation theory of st, and Schur functions see [Hum], [Sta]. Note that under
the substitution x,+1 = -" = 0 the Schur functions s,, with v having more than n
parts vanish. This causes a subtle difference between multiplication of sA-s and mul-
tiplication of the usual Schur functions: some terms appearing in the latter vanish in
the former.
Thus, instead of asking of when product of two Schur functions is bigger than the
product of different two Schur functions, one can ask when VA 0 V' is contained in
V, 0 Vp as an _s-module.
The first thing to note is that the highest weight appearing in VA 0 V, is A + p.
Thus, in order for VA• V, to be a submodule of V,0 Vp we need to have A±+/ <• v+p in
dominance order. It is natural to investigate what happens if we restrict our attention
to the case when equality holds, i.e. A + p = v + p. For this situation, we make a
conjecture concerning a sufficient condition for VA 0 V1, to be a submodule of V" 0 Vp,
or equivalently for s,,S - SAs, to be Schur-nonnegative.
Let aij = ei - ej be the roots of the type A root system. Call a polytope alcoved
if its faces belong to hyperplanes given by the equations (aj, 7) = m, where (,) is
the standard inner product and m E Z. Given two weights A, p one can consider the
minimal alcoved polytope P,,, containing A and p. PA,, is always a parallelepiped in
which A and p are a pair of opposite vertices. An example for s[3 is shown in Figure
15. The weights r inside P,,, can be characterized by the following condition: for all
1 < i,j < n, the number ri - Tj lies weakly between Ai - Aj and pi - yj. Let v and
p be another pair of weights.
Conjecture 15.1. [LPP2] If A + p = v + p and v, p E P\,,,, then ssp - SAs, is
Schur-nonnegative.
S= 12,7) a= 15,11
A/ = 11,9 6 4
r ts=14,14
FIGURE 16
Example 15.2. It is easy to see in Figure 15 that points p = (11,7,0), v = (5,2,0)
lie inside marked P,,, with A = (12, 7, 0), p = (4, 2, 0). In this case
SSp - S sA8 = S(13,12,0) + S(6,4,0) + S(7,6,0) + S(8,8,0) + S(7,3,0) + S(8,5,0) + S(9,7,0)
+s(10,9,0) + S(11,11,0) + S(8,2,0) 8S(9,4,0) + S(10,6,0) 8S(11,8,0) 8S(12,10,0).
We prove the following weaker statement.
Theorem 15.3. If A + = v+p and v, p E PA,,, then every s, occuring in sAs, with
a non-zero coefficient does also occur in s,s, with a non-zero coefficient.
16. HORN-KLYACHKO INEQUALITIES
For a finite set I = {il > ... > i,} of positive integers, define the corresponding
partition A(I) by
A(I) = (i, - r, i2 - - 1) , ,- 0
Definition 16.1. Define T,n to be the set of triples (I, J, K) of subsets of {1,..., n}
of the same cardinality r such that the Littlewood-Richardson coefficient c() is
positive. A Horn-Klyachko inequality for a triple of partitions a, , -y has the form
LYk • Eai+
keK iEI jEJ
for a triple (I, J, K) in Tr" and some r < n.
The following fact was proved in [Kl, KT], see also [Ful] for a survey:
Theorem 16.2. For a triple of partitions a, 8 , y of length n, the Littlewood-Richardson
n ncoefficient co is positive if and only if E, , = E, •,a= + 0 i/ and Horn-
Klyachko inequalities for a, 1, y are valid for all (I, J, K) E Trn and all r < n.
Let partitions A, p, v, p with at most n parts satisfy the conditions of Conjecture
15.1, and y be a partiton such that c, > 0. Consider a triple
(I = (il,... ,ir), J - (l,)...),r),K = (kl,...,•r))
in Tn. Given permutations {11,... ,lr} of I and {mi,... ,mr} of J, switch lp and mp
in some of the pairs {lp, mp}. This operation yields 2r possible pairs (I', J').
Lemma 16.3. Assume there exist permutations {ll,... , lr} of I and {ml,...,mr}
of J such that all possible triples (I', J', K) are in Tr. Then the Horn-Klyachko
inequality corresponding to the triple (I, J, K) holds for v, p, 7.
Proof. Since v, p c P,,,, for i, j > 1 both vi - vj and pi - pj are between Ai - Aj and
pi - pj, which implies
Rearranging terms, we obtain
I(Vi + pj) - (Lj + pi)j • (/i, + 1) - (A3 + fi)1
This inequality combined with the equality (vi + pj) + (vj + pi) = (Xi + j) + (Aj + Pi)
following from A + p = v + p, shows that vi + pj and vj + pi are between Ai + pj and
A• + pi. We use the fact that for all i, j > 1 we have
vi + pj > min{Ai + pj± , Aj + pi}.
For every p in {1,... ,r} , choose (p,mp) to be a permutation of {lp,mp,} such that
At; + ±,m = min{Alp + ±mp, Am, + PI,}, and let I' = {1',. .. ,}, J' = {m'",... ,m'}
be the corresronding subsets of {1,..., n}. By the assumption of the lemma, c\, > 0
and (I', J', K) is in T n . Therefore, by Theorem 16.2 the Horn-Klyachko inequality
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for A, p, Y and the triple (I', J', K) holds:
r r
p=1 p= 1 keK
Observe that
r r r
E ±i + > p ±5EVIP+EPmp = > (VIP + pmp) Ž
iEI jEJ p=1 = p =1
r r
Emin{Ai, + , mp, AmP + l,} = ±(A,,'+p) + 7k-
p=1 p=1 keK
Therefore, the Horn-Klyachko inequality for v, p, -y and the triple (I, J, K) holds. OE
17. PROOF OF THE CONJECTURE
The symmetric functions hk = -il<_..."<ik Xil " " Xik are called the homogeneous sym-
metric functions. For background on them, see [Sta]. Given two sets V = (vi >
v 2 .. . v _,  0) and U = (u1  2 U2... Ž_ un > 0) one can construct the general-
ized Jacobi-Trudi matrix Xv,u = (h•-j)i= 1 For example, for V = (4,3,3,2) and
U = (3, 2, 1,0) we get
hi h2 h3 h4
1 hi h2 h3
Xv, u =
1 hi h2 h3
0 1 hi h2
Note that for the operation A = A(I) = (il - r,... , i, - 1) defined in Section 16 we
have the Jacobi-Trudi identity s\(,) = detX,{r..... 2,1}. (See [Sta]).
We begin by proving the following lemma, which shows that the condition of Lemma
16.3 can be achieved.
Lemma 17.1. In the setup preceding Lemma 16.3, there exist permutations {l1,..., Ir)
and {ml,..., mr} of I and J respectively such that all possible triples (I', J', K) are
in Tn.
Proof. Let Xv,u be the generalized Jacobi-Trudi matrix for column set U = (r, r, r -
1, r - 1,..., 1, 1), and row set V = I U J in some chosen non-increasing arrangement.
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Let #I and #J denote the sets of numbers of the rows of I and J in the chosen non-
increasing arrangement of I U J. Since (I, J, K) E Trn, we have c(A(K) > 0. Hence
SA(K) is present in the decomposition of sA(i)sA(J), which by Jacobi-Trudi identity
equals to the product A#I,{2r,2r-2,...,2}J#J,{2r-1,2r-3,...,1} of complementary minors of
Xv,u. This product, in turns, by Theorem 12.4 equals to zwee(s) ImmTL(Xv,U),
where S = #J U {4r, 4r - 2,..., 2r + 2} is the subset of the vertices 1,..., 4r of the
Temperley-Lieb diagram which are colored black.
Since Sx(K) is in the Schur function decomposition of Iz-e(s) mmTL(Xu,v), it is
present in the Schur function decomposition of one of the immanants ImmTL(Xv,u)
for some 321-avoiding permutation w E O(S). For this 321-avoiding permutation
w, the basis element t, and the corresponding non-crossing matching Mw of the
Temperley-Lieb diagram with columns V and U are S-compatible. Therefore, all
edges of M,, have endpoints of different color in the Temperley-Lieb diagram on
vertices {1, 2,.. ., 4r } where S is colored black and [4r]/S colored white.
We proceed now to construct the needed permutations {l1,..., lr} of I and {ml,..., mr}
of J based on S and Mu,. We go along V from top to bottom (see Figure 17(i)) and
label vertices in I that are connected to vertices in J by edges in M,, (suppose that
there are k such vertices in I) with variables 11,..., ik as we meet them. We also label
the vertex in J connected to 1i (i < k) by m.i.
Next, we remove the vertices 11, . . , 1k, ml,... , mk from V and call the remaining
set V-. We also go along U and discard every pair of vertices in U connected by an
edge in M,, and call the remaining set U-. We go along V- from top to bottom
and label the white vertices that we meet by lk+1,... , r, and the black vertices we
meet by mk+1, - - - , mr from top to bottom. For f > 1, we also label the vertices
in U- connected by edges in MI,, to 1k+f by Pk+f, and those connected to mk+f by
qk+f. (See Figure 17(ii)). Note that every vertex in V between adjacent vertices of
V' is connected by an edge in Mw to another vertex between the same vertices of V-
because M, is a non-crossing, and the same is true about U. Therefore, in building
V- and U- we discarded segments of even lengths from V and U.
Claim. For f > 1, vertices lk+f and qk+f are white and odd-numbered in the
Temperley-Lieb diagram for S and M,; vertices Pk+f and mk+f are black and even-
numbered. Also, lk+f+l > mk+f > lk+f and Pk+f+l < qk+f < Pk+f. (See Figure
17(ii))
Proof. Since we discarded segments of even lengths from U to obtain U- and the
colors in U were alternating from top to bottom beginning with the black even vertex
4r, the colors in U- are also alternating from top to bottom beginning with a black
even vertex. Therefore, vertices in U- from top to bottom are Pk+1 > qk+1 > Pk+2 >
. . > Pr > qr, where Pk+f is black and qk+f is white for f > 1. Because the restriction
of the matching M1, to U- U V- is non-crossing, the inequalities Pk+1 > qk+1 > Pk+2 >
... > Pr > qr for U- imply that lk+1 < mk+l < lk+2 < ... < r < mr for V-. The
colors in V- alternate and have a white odd vertex at the top because the colors in
U- alternate with a black even vertex at the top. Therefore, lk+f is white and mk+f
is black for f > 0. The statements about being odd/even now follow from the fact
that we discarded segments of even lengths from U and V to obtain U- and V-.
We now build a new coloring S' of U U V based on the transpositions (lp, mp) that
may have occured in going from I, J to I', J'. We only allow ourselves to recolor both
elements in a pair {2m, 2m - 1 } E {2r + 1,. . . , 4r } of vertices in the second column of
Temperley-Lieb diagram for S' = #J' U {4r, 4r - 2,..., 2r + 2}, because the columns
4r + 1 - 2m and 4r +2 - 2m of Xu,v are identical and hence such a recoloring produces
the same pair of complementary minors A#I,,{4r-1,...,2r+1}, #gJ',{4r,...,2r+2} of Xv,u as
SO does, and therefore by Jacobi-Trudi identity the product of these complementary
minors is sA(i,)sA(j,).
Rule of recoloring. For every pair lk+f and mk+f (f Ž 1) that exchanged colors
in transition from I, J to I', J', recolor the pairs (Pk+f,Pk+f - 1), (Pk+f - 2 ,Pk+f -
3),....(qk+f + 1, qk+f). The recoloring is permissible because the vertex Pk+f is even
by the Claim. (See Figure 17(iii))
Why the rule produces a coloring compatible with M,. The vertices between pk+f
and qk+f either all changed color or all stayed the same, so an edge in M" that
connected two vertices in U between Pk+f and qk+f now has its endpoints changed or
not changed simultaneously, so they are of different color in the new coloring.
V U V- U- V U V U
13 P J3 13 -*P3 m3
M2  q3 q3
(i) (ii) (iii)
FIGURE 17
A pair (lk+f , mk+f) changes color simultaneously with the pair (pk+f, k+f), SO lk+f
and Pk+f , and mk+f and qk+f change or do not change their color simultaneously, so
the endpoints of the edges between U- and V- remain colored differently in the new
coloring.
A pair of vertices (lp, mp) in V connected by an edge in M,, changes color simultane-
ously when the corresponding transposition occurs, so the endpoints of such an edge
remain colored differently. Finally, a pair of vertices in U between qk+f and Pk+f+l
connected by an edge in M1, never changes color, so such an edge has its endpoints
colored differently in the new coloring. We considered all possibilities for an edge in
M, relative to U- and V- in a non-crossing matching, so M, is compatible with the
new coloring.
We already noticed that the new coloring produces the product of complemen-
tary minors of Xvu equal to SA(I,)sA(J'). The fact that the new coloring is com-
patible with M, implies that the immanant ImmrnL(Xvu) is present in the de-
composition s(i,)s•,) = CE(S') Imm, T(Xv,U). Since SA(K) is in the decomposi-
tion of ImmTL(Xvu) which is Schur-nonnegative by Theorem 12.1, SX(K) is present
o A(K)
in the Schur function decomposition of sA()sA(J,). Therefore c )()  > 0 and
(I', J', K) E Trn for all P, J' that can be obtained by transposing pairs (,l, m,) in
I,J. L
We are ready to prove Theorem 15.3.
Proof. From Lemma 16.3 and Lemma 17.1 it follows that whenever the Horn-Klyachko
inequality for triple (I, J, K) holds for A, p, y, it also holds for v, p, -y. Thus all possible
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7-s for which all needed Horn-Klyachko inequlities hold or, equivalently, c7,, > 0, also
have the property that c7,, > O. ]
18. STEMBRIDGE'S POSET
John Stembridge introduced the following partial order T~ on pairs of partitions
of fixed total size n. We say that (A, p) < (v, p) iff sas, < s.sp. An example of T4
is given on the Figure below. A natural question to ask is to describe all covering
relations in T,. This question seems to be hard, however certain partial results can
be obtained. In particular, we classify completely the maximal elements of n-.
S4 ,1
Lemma 18.1. The equality ss = sys, can hold only when (unordered) pair (A, p)
is the same as (A, f).
Proof. The ring of symmetric functions is a UFD since it is isomorphic to k[el, 2 , ...]
- the free ring in elementary symmetric functions. Thus, it is enough to show that
Schur functions are irreducable in this order. Assume on the contrary that s =
flf2-.... fk, where k > 2. Then each fi is a linear combination of Schur polynomials.
Let us pick the lex. maximal partition Ai such that s5A occurs in fi with a nonzero
coefficient. Then the product fl...fk contains SAI+...+Ak with a nonzero coefficient.
Thus A = A' + ... + Ak. Applying the same argument to the conjugate partitions, we
obtain A' = (p)' + ... + (pk)I, where p~ is lex minimal partition such that s,i occurs in
fi. (In particular, pi is less than or equal to Ai.) This is a contradiction since adding
partitions horyzontally always produces result larger in lex. order than adding them
verically.
Call A and p similar if one can be obtained from the other by adding some outer
corner squares.
Theorem 18.2. Pair (A, p) is maximal iff A and p are similar.
Proof. First, observe that if one of the two diagrams is not contained in the other,
than a non-trivial cell transfer can be performed. According to Lemma above and the
cell transfer theorem, this implies that original pair was not maximal - contradiction.
Thus, we can assume that say p is contained in A. Next, if the difference is not a
horyzontal border strip we can perform shift p one raw down and have a non-trivial
cell transfer - contradiction as above. Thus the difference is horyzontal border strip.
Similarly it is a vertical border strip. Then it must be just a callection of single cells
in outer corners of p.
Now we show that each such pair is indeed maximal. If it is not, it would be
smaller than another such pair, say (A, p) < (v, 6). Let p be defined by pi = p2 =
A, + p1, p3 = p4 = A2 + A2, etc. Similarly define o out of v and J. We claim that
p < a and p' < a' in dominance order. This would imply that p = a, and for our
specific type of pairs that would mean that (A, p) = (v, 6).
Since (A, p) < (v, 6), we know that A + p < v + 6 in dominance order. Then for
even k-s we have Ei=1 Pi = 2(Eik=1 Ai + ,i) < 2(i=1, vi + 6i) = Ek=1 i.
To obtain needed enequality for odd k-s we just take the half-sum of the enequalities
for k - 1 andk + ±1.
To see that p' < a', note that for even k-s the enequality again follows from the
fact that A' + y' < v' + 6'.
For odd k = 2j +1 we can still take half sum of inequalities of the form above for k-1
and k+1. What we get is ( k-) )+(p k +p(k+1))/2 < ( ) ) + (O(k+1))/2.
Note that p' is either equal to (p' k+1))/2 (if A' = p,) or greater by 1 (if A = 1).
Same for ao.
Then the only case when k 1 p > k 1 au is if we had an equality in (EZ, 1l p±)+
(kfk+l))/2 < (.I 1") (± k+l))/2 [and thus, in both El=(l1) p = EZ(k-l)(Pa +P ( k+l )  7 k,(+i=1
and ZEIl) P/ = Ek+l) af] and at the same time if A' = p+1, while if vj = 6
This is a contradiction however since that means that 2v' = v; + 6; = ((kl) -
E(k 1))/2 ((k+l) , _ (k- 1) 1
o_- )/2=( p -=i=l pl)/2 = p' + A' = 2pj + 1.
EO
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